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PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF METEORS IN 1958 

AT THE KIEV ASTRONOMICAL LABORATORY 

V.V. Benyukh, S.P. VII»chinskaya, 

A.A. Demenko, Yu.N. Kri/utsa, Ye.V. Sandakova, 

A.K. Terent'yeva, L.M. Sherbaum 

Photographic observations of the meteors were carried out — as In 

the previous year — at two base line stations of Kiev University 

(points A and B). 

A meteor patrol of the AC-11 type, with fixed cameras, was used 

for photographing the meteors. At one of the stations, a device was 

used containing a three-blade obdurator in front of the camera lenses, 

which made it possible to determine the instant of the meteor's passage. 

A description of the patrol camera, the coordinates of the obser- 

vation points and other general information as to the methodology of 

the observations, were reported by us earlier [Ref. l]. In the present 

article we shall give the results of the processing of 21 base line 

photographs of meteors. Measurements of the photographs were carried 

out by rreans of measuring machine KIM-3, in two positions of the re- 

versing prisms. 

Equatorial coordinates of the bearing point stars were taken from 

the AGKo catalog or the Boss Catalog, and based on the 1950.0 equinox. 

In th coordinates of the stars, their prop.r motion was also taken in- 

to account, this information being derived from the EBL2 catalog. 

Coordinates of the meteor points were determined by the Deutsch 

method, including terms of the second order. Thu methodology of compu- 
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tation of the radiants, altitudes and velocities will be outlir din 

the next collection of articles to be published on the sulject of the 

IQY. 

The velocities as computed were slightly adjusted to obtain smooth 

curves. The drag effect was determined on the basis of these adjusted 

curves. Correction of observed meteor velocity to account for atmo- 

sphereic resistance, rotation, and earth gravitation, as well as deter- 

mination of the true radiant was carried out by use of the usual for- 

mulas. 

Photometry was carried out with photographs taken with shutterless 

cameras, to determine the mass of meteor particles and the density of 

the atmosphere in the meteor zone. 

The star magnitude of the meteor points was determined either by 

comparison with the brightness of an artificial meteor (Nos. 17, 19, 

24, 29, 33), or by comparison with brightness of star trails. In both 

cases, serving as standards of comDarison were stars of the A0-Aq class, 

as listed in the Henry Draper catalog. Corrections were introduced ':o 

account for atmospheric absorption. Stellar brightness was computed on 

the basis of its value at the equator. Photometric errors of field were 

also allowed for. In cases when the comparison was by direct juxtaposi- 

tion of meteor and star trails, allowance was made for the difference 

in angular velocities of the stars and meteors, by using the well-known 

formula 

where w is the angular velocity of the meteor, and w* - the angular 

velocity of the star, adjusted to the equator. 

In cases of comparison with the brightness of an artificial meteor, 

the stellar magnitude of the meteor points was determined from a char- 
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acteristic curve constructed on the basis of artificial brightness 

sources traveling with a velocity equal to that of the meteor. Classi- 

fication of such artificial sources was carried out on the basis of 

comparison with the stars already listed. 

A similar methodology for determining meteor brightness in terms 

of stellar magnitude can be found in [1]. 

The absolute value of tne size of the meteors was determined by 

the following formula: 

mi» = m — 5 \gr + 10, 

where r is the distance ^in kms) from point B to the point of the me- 

teor train. This distance was calculated by the formula 

r, mm H, sec zt, 

where H, and z, are, respectively, the altitude and zenith distance of 

the points being observed. The altitude of the meteor points with res- 

pect to the horizon of point B was determined by linear Interpolation 

for this point. 

All brightness values obtained were converted to the international 

visual system. 

Each point of a meteor train, depending on its brightness, was re- 

duced to one of the formulas below: 

for meteors of - 3m-0 or  brighter &*-om,oo + o"\26C/; 
" -  Im.0 to - 3^.0     4« = -0"\21 +0m,19C7; 
"       - lm.O and fainter  "B~-om.06 + o"M2c7. 

The above adjustments were determined on the basis of a study [^ 

of 150 stars of the Scares catalog. The stellar magnitude of these stars 

was determined by the same methodology as the one being used at Kiev. 

An equation was drawn up, in this general form: Am = a + bCI, where Am 

is the difference between stellar magnitude as recorded by Seares and 

at Kiev. The coefficients a and b were fcund by the method of least 

squares. The equation just cited was used only in the case of stars of 
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I   111,3 69.6 -4,6 1.01    ; 
!   110,3 -4,8 0,90 
i   109.2 ■ -5,2 0,81 
f. 107,3 -5,5 0,69 

106.2    i 
-   - 

— :>,o 0,38      ! 
105,1 -5.5 0,19 

1* e T e 0 p   A*   31 

—8,00 
-7,91 
—7,73 
—7.56 
—7.35 
—7.18 

1 0 
2 3,0 it 
3 5.0 
4 7,0 
5 8,0 

AX - 0»,0421 

1     C0,3 17,2 -1.1 8,36 -6.51 
88,8 ■ -0,6 1,95 -6,32 
87,7 • -0.6 1,05 -6.12 
86,7 • -0.4 0.60 -6,05  | 
86,2 ■ —0,3 0,18 -5,73 4.24 

15Meie»p   A*   32 

1 0 
2 1,0 At 
3 2.0 
4 3,0 
5 4.0 

ix — 0»,0425 

10i,3 55.6 -1.0 0,05 —8,13 
100,0 B -0.9 0,03 -8,10 
98,6 • -0,9 0,02 —8,01 
97,2 ■ -0,9 0.02 -7.88 
95,8 • -0,4 0,0! -7.86 5,1s 
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED 1    ripoAOJiiKeHHe Taft*. 2 

TOfeu 

2 

OTHOCKT. MO- 

MeHT  X 

—2. 

Bucora 

H (KM) 

■ 4 

CxopocTb 
V 

(KM/CtK) 

5   ' 

A6COJIK>T- 
HM 

3BC3JHaH 

'IM 

Macca 

i_L 

njioT- 
HOCTb 

aTMOC$. 
Iff P 

8 

BucoTa 
OAHOpOAK. 
aTMOC4>- 

1 0 
2 1.0  AT 

.3 2,0 
4 4.0 
5 6.0 

« - Oi.0565 

1 0 
2 1,0 AT 
3 2,0 
4 3,0 
5 5,0 
6 7,0 

4T - 0*.0421 

10M e T e o p   M   33 

94.4 42,3 —4.6 4,33 -7.30 
93.5 -4,7 3,48 —7,21 
92,6 —M 2,72 —7,88 
91,7 -4.0 1,60 —7,65 
90,9 -3.9 0.70 -7,45 

4,29 
4.17 

UM e T e o f •   Nt   34 

96,8 35,0 -0.3 0,16 -7,56 
95.4 -0.3 0.14 -7,53 
94,0 -0.3 0.12 -7.48 
92,6 -4.3 0.10 -7,43 
89.8 -0.3 0.08 -7,38 
86,9 -0,2 0.04 -7,19 

4.72 
5.56 
54)2 

1) No. of the point; 2) relative moment T; 3) altitude H (in kms); 4) 
velocity v (km/sec); 5) absolute stellar magnitude m10o' ") 

mass M> 7) 
atmospheric density log p; 8) altitude of homogeneous atmosphere, H* 
(kms); 9) meteor No. 

various stellar magnitudes. The same adjustments can be applied also to 

meteors (by taking the difference in velocities into account, of 

course), since in this methodology a meteor is treated as the sum of 

starlike objects. 

The value of the color index was determined by the Jacchia scale 

[3h 
m 

,m a 
brighter than 1.1 -im,86 
lm.O to - 0J£.1 -im.M 
oro.O to + 0^.9 -Im.i2 
fainter than +1. 0 -°m& 

Since in the formulas cited above, the color index appears with a 

small coefficient, it can be said that inaccurate knowledge of its ex- 

act value has little bearing on determining the stellar magnitude of 

the meteor. 

The mass of meteor bodies was calculated by this formula: 
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M 

where TQ = 10~
9#°7, log I = 9.84 - 0.4m100, and v is the velocity of 

the meteor. For determining mass, th graph-adjusted, "smoothed" velO' 

city values were used. 

In cases where a definite evaluation of th drag effort for a me. 

teor has been obtained, determination of atmospheric density was made 

by the formula 

p = — kM 3 
Ldv 

dt 
v -2 

where k = 0.863. 

Where the drag factor was  unknown or equaled zero,  atmospheric 

density was determined by means  of the  following formula: 

lgp = 21,23 + \gI-~\gM — & \gv. 
o 

The altitude of the homogeneous atmosphere was computed by the 

method proposed by L.A. Katasyev [4]. 

The following formula was used: 

<H 

Idt 

\ldt 
'a 

cosz. 

Here, tH, t, and t. are moments corresponding to the appearance and 

disappearance of meteors and a point having the assigned velocity v.: 

ä is the proportionality coefficient, the value of which is taken to 

be 1.135. 

Table 1 gives some general information about the meteors. Here £ 

is the angular length of the meteor, in degrees; w., and w^ are drag 

factors at points having an altitude H-, and H2; vw is the preatmosphrric 

velocity; m is the mr.ximum absolute stellar magnitude of the meteor, 
6 

,0 
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converted to the international visual system; H„ and H. are the alti- 

tudes of appearance and disappearance, and Q is the angle of conver- 

gence between the celestial meridians of the meteors. 

Table 2 gives information regarding each meteor at several points 

along its course. Column 2 shows the relative instant In time, in terms 

of a fraction of one revolution of the obdurator; column 3 gives the 

mean ve ocity cf the meteor in the sector where no visible drag effect 

exists. The absolute stellar magnitude values are given in accordance 

with the international visual system. 

The altitude of the homogeneous atmosphere is shown only for the 

points where the value obtained is certain to be correct. 

The following took part in obtaining and processing the material 

contained in this article: I.V. Kozhevnikova, L.M. Kozhevnikov, B.G. 

Kruchinenko, A.K. Suslov, and Zh.M. Shcherban1. 
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THE PHYSICS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN RADIO WAVES AND 

METEOR TRAINS 

(A review) 

By: I.V. Bayrachenko 

§1. THEORY OF VAPORIZATION AND IONIZATION OF METEORS 

The physics of Interaction of the body of a meteor and the earth's 

atmosphere is discussed in detail In the book by B.Yu. Levin [1], The 

specific case of a spherical meteor - when the assumption is made that 

the coefficients of heat transfer and of resistance are equal to 1 - 

was examined by Herlofson [2]. 

Let a meteoroid of arbitrary form and a frontal section 3 enter 

the atmosphere of the earth with a velocity V«, at an angle x with res- 

pect to the zenith. Since th geometric dimensions of meteor particles 

are very much smaller than the free path run of the air molecules at 

altitudes at which the meteors appear, the Interaction of th molecules 

and meteors has the character of an elastic or nonelastic mutual col- 

lision. As a result of nonelastic collisions, the body of the meteor 

heats up, then melts, and, finally, vaporizes. 

Viewed In reverse, the problem is one of air molecules striking a 

stationary meteor at geocentric speed. If we assume that, at th« alti- 

tude at which the meteors appear, the molecular weight of the air T]0 = 

= 29, then the kinetic energy of the colliding air molecules - for me- 

teor velocities ranging from 10 to 70 km/^ec - will be altered by some 

tens to several hundreds electron-volts. On the other hand, the energy 

of the atomic bond in the meteor (e.g., in the case of iron atoms) is 
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on the order of a few unit electron-volts. This means that, given a 

temperature of vaporization, the colliding air molecule is capable of 

evaporating up to 100 atoms of the meteoroid, and thus, within a rela- 

tively short distance of travel within the earth's atmosphere, can 

cause the meteor to evaporate almost completely, without experiencing 

any noticeable drag effect. 

The vaporized atoms leave the body of the meteor at velocities 

slightly higher than that of th meteor body itself (greater by the 

magnitude of the thermal velocity). As a result of elastic and nonelas- 

tic collisions with air molecules, this energy is dissipated in heat, 

light and lonization. Along the path of the disintegrating meteor, 

there forms an ionized column, containing free electrons and ions, and 

capable of scattering the electromagnetic field energy which strikes 

them and thus give rise to the radiophysical manifestations of meteors. 

If, in first approximation, we ignore the factor of drag in the 

evaporation of a significant part of tne body of the meteor, and if we 

assume that the density of the atmosphere at the altitude of the mete- 

or's appearance, p(H-,), is very small as compared with the atmospheric 

density at the altitude at which the meteor disappears, p(H0), (this 

approximation is valid for both bright and normal meteors), then the 

evaporation equation will, [see 1], appear as follows: 

dM AfoWosx ?(H) 
dt H*       ?(Hu) -<-»;©*• (i.i) 

where MQ IS the initial mass of the meteoroid, H* is the altitude of 

the homogeneous atmosphere, \i    is th' constant in the equation relating 

the change in mass and change in the frontal section s (s/s0 = (M/MQ)u.), 

p(Hw) is the atmospheric density at the altitude corresponding to the 

maximum evaporation rate. 

Equation (l.l) can be divided by the mass of T\  of the individual 
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meteor atom. Then th^ number of atoms evaporating per 1 sec will be: 

._£&«• liPLN <i-n)JüHQ-l£\       (1.2) 
i/f p(//-)l    p(//-)J 

For a nonrotating body of any shape, which retains it during evapora- 

tion, \i = 2/3, while from (1.2) can be deduced the formula obtained by 

Kaiser [3l on the basis of the work of Whipple and Herlofson: 

-^--SI'-JS        (l-3) 

where P is the atmospheric pressure, associated with atmospheric dens- 

ity by the equation on distance: 

and 

""■H^H"™5* (i,4) 

where Q is the energy required for heating and vaporizing 1 gr of me- 

teor matter, g is the acceleration of gravity, A is the heat transfer 

coefficient, which takes into account the insulting action of the evap- 

orated molecules. According to Levin, for bodies giving rise to con- 

ventional meteors A « 0.3-0.5* while according to Whipple, it is A ~ 

» 0.7 and A = sMQ '     Is the shape factor. 

The vaporized atoms of the meteor, colliding with air molecules, 

convert their kinetic energy into heat, light, and ionization. During 

the collision of heavy particles, the probability of excitation and 

ionization is considerably smaller than in the case of a collision be- 

tween an electron and a heavy particle at comparable energy levels [4], 

This difference is due to the difference in mass. It is believed that 

almost the entire kinetic energy of the meteor is converted, into heat, 

a small part - into light, and only a very small fraction will go into 

ionization. According to Greenhow and Hawkins [5], the ratio of these 
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h p 
three parts is, for a bright meteor: 10 :10 :10, and for a faint mete- 

4 
or: 10 :10 10. The number of free electrons, created per centimeter of 

the meteor's course, is: 

.-»±£. (1.5) 
where ß is the probability of ionization, determined by the equation: 

ßr**" (1.6) 

a and ^ being constants. 

According to Eqs. (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). 

«„ = |ß(l»//*)-'Af.cosX. (1#8) 

From Eq. (1.8), it follows that maximum ionization is proportional 

to the initial mass and depends on the velocity through the area of 

probability of ionization. 

Weiss [6], showed that the approximation (1.7) yields in the area 

of the maximum and below it, significant deviations from values obtain 

from precise formulas applicable to low meteor velocities. He proposed 

the following expression to determine maximum electron density: 

•m^\2{aWl/VLH*)M%F{q)*[\+2F{q)\-»c097it (1-9) 

where 

VS-VI+12Q In (»Vr,), 

r„/r0- 2F (?) [1+2F Ml"'. 

F(<7) = l+3(l+<7)Q/V2o. 

VV, r being the velocity and radius of the body of the meteor at the 
irr  m    ° " 

point of maximum ionization. 

Greenhow and Neufeld [7], with the aid of two widely-spaced radar 

oscillations, investigated experimentally the changes in ionization 

along the train of faint meteors (with a star-brightness magnitude 

equivalent of -r6 to +3). It developed that the mean ionization curve 
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is much shorter than would seem to be Indicated theoretically, and, 

specifically, the increase in the maximum el ctron linear density is 

much steeper. 

The question of the dependence of ß on velocity has been examined 

in a number of papers and the results obtained have been exvremely con- 

tradictory. According to Kaiser [3], the value of ß lies in the range 

of 0,1 ^ ß ^ 1. The following values were obtained for g:  by Kaiser: 

0 + 0.6; by Massey and Side [8]: 1.2 to 1.3; by Evans and Hall [9]: 

0.5 + 0.5; by Hawkins [10]: 5-6; and by Fialko, [11]: 0.75 to 1.5. Yu. 

A» Loshchilov showed that the Hawkins calculations were erroneous, ard 

he believes that the Massey and Side figures are the correct ones [12, 

131. 

§2. DISSIPATION OF METEOR TRAINS 

When a meteor particle penetrates into the terrestrial atmosphere 

there is an increase in the concentration of charged particles, which 

begins immediately within the process of formation to dissipate. The 

dissipation of the train is a result of the phenomena of diffusion, re- 

combination and adhesion. The most Important factor in the dissipation 

of a meteor train is amblpolar diffusion, which diminishes the volume 

electron density without affecting the linear density a. 

The diffusion equation for the cylindrical distribution of elec- 

trons and positive ions without consideration of the terrestrial mag- 

netic field [14, 3] 

dt '    r   dr \   dr )       \mt*t )' 

where  r is the  radius  of the train,  t  is  time, m and m.   are,  respective 
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ly the mass of the electron and the mass of the ion, v and v are, 

respectively, the frequency of electron and ion collisions, e is the 

electron charge, E is the electrical field of the charges, and tElWt 
.it / 
-♦ 

and eEjni^t   are, respectively, the drift velocities of the ions and elec- 

trons in this field . 

If we bear in mind that the difference between the concentrations 

n and n. is small, having excluded ~E  from (2.1) and (2.2), we will ob- 

tain 

dt        r   dr[  dr J 

where the coefficient of ambipolar diffusion is given by the approxi- 

mate expression 

D-um-u-i. (2.4) 
3     \ itij / V2itn,ot 

Here k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the electrons 

and ions, n is the density of the neutral particles and a.   Is the aver- 
a l 

age classical diameter for the Ions and neutral molecules. 

In the assumption that the electron line density and the coeffi- 

cient of diffusion remain constant, the solution for Eq. (2.3) yields 

(2.5) nt = ——-exp 
4«Dt Wt 

Thus, the radial distribution of electron density Is gaussJan, and the 

quantity (4Dt) ''" may be assumed as the radius of the column at the in- 

stant t. 

In rarefied gases recombination occurs through inelastic colli- 

sions of two bodies. Consequently, the number of electron recombina- 

3 tions per 1 crrr per unit time will be proportional, all other condi- 

tions equal, to the number of encounters between ions and electrons. 

This number in turn is proportional to the concentrations of electrons 
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3 
and ions.  The drop in the number of electrons per 1 cm    per unit time 

is  therefore 

or —•"•»<• 
where a    is the  coefficient  of electron recombination.   With n    = n.,  we e el 

have 

Ä.---Ml (2-6) 
dt 

Having taken the processes of recombination into consideration, we find 

that (2.3) is written in the following form: 

$L_.* a /*k\ ^ (2.7) 
dt       r   dr \   dr I 

From (2.7) we have the rate for the change in the electron line densi- 

ty: 

IT — *"-/mUr' (2.8) 

If we assume the change in the volume electron density is gaussian with 

respect to the radius, 

8*D t, (2.9) 

and the Integration of (2.7) yields 

"'=<[4.D + IV.1n(l)j"
P["4} (2.10) 

where (4DtQ) '  and aQ are, respectively, the initial radius and the 

initial electron line density. 

The adhesion of electrons to neutral gas particles results in the 

formation of negative ions. The change in ionization as a result of ad- 

hesion is given by 

—r — — ß#M«- (p  11 \ 
dt \   '     1 

Here ß is the coefficient of electron adhesion and n Is the density *e m J 

of the neutral molecules. 
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When the effect of adhesion is considered, (2.3) assumes the form 

^- —~(r^i^-M^«+the term for separation.     (2.12) 
dt       r  or \   or I 

If we assume each electron adhering to a neutral molecule as lost, 

thus enabling us to neglect the term for separation, the Integration of 

(2.12) with respect to the radius yields 

«-o<>exp(-MJ)- (2.13) 

Since n retains the same forr. as in (2.5), 

Let us evaluate the extent to which the above-considered processes 

affect the dissipation of a meteor train. 

From the standpoint of adhesion, of all the components in the up- 

per atmosphere only atomic and molecular oxygen form stable negative 

ions. From the basis of theoretical calculations [15] the most probable 

value for the coefficient of electron adhesion for these components is 

ß = (1CT -10~l6) enr/sec, with ß a weak function of the temperature. 

It follows from (2.14) that adhesion can be neglected if ßenmt « 1, 

which is always satisfied for ordinary radiometeors. Indeed, to satisfy 

this inequality n must be smaller than lCT^ cm , which corresponds to 

an altitude of about 75 km which is less than the height at which ra- 

diometeors are observed. The relative order of time within which the 

effect of adhesion becomes apparent is given by the equation [3] 

T = l,6.10-JO()-V3/pe*cosx)2/5. (2.15) 
? 6 

For X = 4«10':" cm, V = 4«10 cm/sec and cos ^ ~ 1, (2.15) yields: for 

ß = 10"'15 cmVsec, T = 15 sec; for ß = 10   cm3/sec, T = 90 sec. 

Parallel photographic and radar observations of meteors [l6,'17l for 

an altitude of 95 km yield a value of ßo - 5-10" -> enr/sec f°r the co- 

efficient of adhesion for a radlometeor duration of T = 50 sec. 
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Kaiser and Greenhow [l8] studied the relative role played by the 

effect of recombination In meteor trains. They derived a ~ 5*10"" 

cm /sec, i.e., considerably less than the value of 10" cm-3/sec ob- 

tained for the E layer of the Ionosphere. This disparity in the a val- 

ues is explained by the fact that recombination in the E layer IG pri- 

marily molecular in nature whereas it is atomic in nature in the meteor 

trains. Greenhow [19]* having carried out his investigations on a wave- 

length of 4.2 meters, demonstrated that the duration of the radioecho 

during which the effect of recombination becomes apparent must be con- 

siderably greater than 60 sec. This contention is burne cut by Oepik's 

calculations [20]. 

Thus, the effects of recombination and adhesion will become appar- 

ent only in the case of extremely long-enduring meteors, and diffusion 

consequently is the factor responsible for the dissipation of the me- 

teor trains. 

§3. INITIAL RADII OF METEOR TRAINS 

It follows from Formula (2.5) which gives the ionization density 

with respect to distance from the axis of the train that at the instant 

t = 0 the ionization density yields an indeterminacy and an initial rad- 

it,jj'" 75       30     35 
1 Bptm   mumitcn 

Fig. 1. The square of the train rad- 
ius as a function of time for i = 5 
cm, V = 50 km/sec, and 4D/£ - 1200 
m/sec. (Manning, 1958). l) Time, in 
milliseconds. 

ius rQ = 0. To avoid this difficulty, it is assumed [3] that the lni- 
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tlal radius of the train will be of the order of the length of the mean 

molecular free path of air at the altitudes at which meteoroids become 

incandescent, i.e., of the order of several centimeters. However, be- 

cause of the speed of the meteoroid, the vaporizing atoms exhibit great 

kinetic energy and, consequently, the rate of ionization at the begin- 

ning is quite rapid, so that almost instantaneously in the place of a 

point source we will be dealing with ionization that is spatially dis- 

tributed [20]. 

Manning [21] investigated this problem from the standpoint of the 

kinetic theory of gases and demonstrated that because of the great ini- 

tial velocity of the meteoric atoms the initial radius from which nor- 

mal diffusion begins is attained very rapidly, the value of the Initial 

radius in this case being of the order of 14 mean free-path lengths. 

Manning considers the ion train from the standpoint that in terms 

of order of magnitude the number of electrons is comparable with the 

number of ions in the train. Let us assume that at the initial instant 

of time the ionization In the train is gaussian in distribution and has 

an initial radius of rQ. If tQ Is the time within which the radius rQ 
o 

is attained, then rn = 4Dtn and Formula (2.5) assumes the form 0 ~ """0 
r?  1 

ADt+iiS (3.1) 4nDt -f To 

On colliding with molecules of air the vaporizing atoms of the me- 

teor give up a portion of their energy and as a result the air mole- 

cules acquire velocities close to those of the meteor atoms. On the 

first collision the meteor atom retains 2/3 of Its initial velocity on 

the average, also retaining its initial direction of motion as the most 

probable. Hence it follows that because of the great initial'velocity 

the meteor atom will cover a path somewhat smaller than three times the 

mean free path. If the length of the path betv.een collisions is given 
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L, the atomic and ionic density after M collision's is distributed in 

the following manner: 

n m —exp 
xM ["&) «•*> 

If the radius of the train as a function for the case (3«2) is equated 

to the radius governed by diffusion at atmospheric temperature, we ob- 

tain the following values for the length of the mean free path: 

(2)1//2£0 for atoms; (2)1//2£, = {2)1'2*  /K for ions, where £0 is the 

length of the mean free path for air molecules at atmospheric tempera - 

1/2 
ture. In Eq. (3-2) L cannot be replaced by (2) '   Ä  .. This can be done a • x 

only after several collisions when the meteor atom loses its directiv- 

ity and when it is possible to apply the kinetic theory to the chaotic 

motion of the particles. For (3*2) we can therefore write: 

where P is a constant whose magnitude is a function of the masses of 

the colliding particles. For the case of meteor atoms whose masses are 

equal to the masses of the air molecules, Manning derived P = 5. 

If the initial velocity of the meteor atom is vQ, becoming V after 

M collisions, we have 

V-V,exp[-*Ail. 

where i  = In (l/k), with k the fraction of the particles retaining me- 

teoric velocity. Generally 2/3 < k < 1. Let us assume k =(2/3), which 

corresponds to the case of identical masses for the meteor atoms and 

air particles. In this case i  « 0.4. 

The time interval between two successive collisions: 

~~T~" "i^xp \-+MY 

while the time required for M collisions 
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<-!^L f exp [+A*1 rfAf - K^ («♦*•-1). i 
Hence the value for M 

The radius of the train 

r - j/^Z,where L»V1/C|. 

Consequently, the radius of the train resulting from the high initial 

velocity of the meteor 

(3.4) 

For prolonged time Intervals r should be joined with the radius r v a 

which is given by the equation 

r2-40 ((+<•), (3,5) 

where t is the time, taking into consideration the diffusion at the 
cL 

great initial velocities of the diffusing particles. 

For altitudes of around 93 km D, » 3 m /sec, I.  = (1/5) i = 1 cm 

[22], and (3*5) assumes the form 

l~±)Ui(i + t.)~ 1200Ui (/ + /.). (3.5a) rl 

Figure 1 shows the curves computed on the basis of Formulas (3.4) and 

(3.5a), from which we can see that because of the Initial velocity the 

atom train acquires a radius of about 70 cm in a single millisecond, 

while the ion train acquires this radius within one-fifth of the time. 

The value of the initial radius rQ can be estimated on the basis 

of the condition that within the time tn  the curves for r and r must 0 v  ,  a 

come into contact, subsequent to which stable diffusion begins. Neglect' 

ing the thermal velocities of ihe air molecules will be compensated 

somewhat by the drop in the magnitudes of L and £ beyond the region of 
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contact. Let t. be the time in which r = r . In this case u v        a 

t    K2/«,,[   w, 1 ~WTlmw 
8«/«.. 1 

WDIU,       36 /«,!• (3.6) 
L3K240//fl/ 

Having substituted  (3-6)  into  (3-4), we obtain in the place  of t a val- 

ue  for the  Initial radius   (the radius at the point  of tangency): 

8p\,/2 

-(f) /«.«In»» 
8pV. 

[3V2UD/1..,)} (3-7) 

The  time t 0 

<t = 
t\ m 0.166/1, 
4D /i  • (3-8) 

For ions tQ1 = 0.277  £& and for atoms tQ    = 0.83  £a>   Thus  the  initial 

radius  rQ of the meteor train  is attained within a  short  period  of time, 

r -4 e^ual approximately to JM/3O ~ 3*10  seconds. 

F.I. Peregudov, investigating the effective scattering surface of 

a meteor train [23], considered the initial radius; It turned out that 

the theoretical computations are in good agreement with the McKinley 

experiment [24], if it is assumed that the initial radius rQ - 0.4- 

0.5 m. 

§4. MECHANISM FOR THE REFLECTION OF RADIOWAVES FROM METEOR TRAINS 

A meteor train Immediately after its formation contains free elec- 

trons and positive ions. If an e?.ectromagnetic wave of frequency v im- 

pinges on such an ionized column, the charged particles oscillate and 

this causes a portion of the electromag- 

netic energy to be absorbed, another por- 

tion to be re-emitted. According to field 

theory [25] the equivalent scattering 

surface for a particle wit1' mass m and 

electrical charge e Is equal to 

7r7777m7777r7mr7TTnmmrrm 
Fig. 2. Only meteor M sat- 
isfies the condition of 
mirror reflection. 

8 
*.= —* 

3 ( mc* ) ' 
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where c is the velocity of propagation for the electromagnetic wave. 

If we take into consideration that the reflection from the charged 

particle exhibits a directivity pattern similar to the Herts dipole 

pattern and, consequently, exhibits a directivity factor of g = 1.5, 

the equivalent scattering surface 

For a singly Ionized atom of nitrogen or oxygen 

e+ =4,803 \0~» COSE, 

« = 2,4 10-*»/", ao^io-3* cm2. 

For an electron 

e. = 4,803 10-1» CGSE, 
2 

m = 9-10-ar, T0ä 10-25 cm . 

Thus, the scattering surface for electrons is greater by a factor of 

Q 
approximately 10 than for ions and it is therefore completely valid to 

assume that the radio-reflection of radiowaves from metc-or trains Is 

governed exclusively by the presence of free electrons. 

It is generally assumed that the ionized column of a meteor is 

long and straight and for this reason the radioecho will be received 

primarily from the vicinity of a point on the train that is normal to 

the ray of the antenna directivity pattern (Fig. 2), This assumption is 

well borne out by the phenomena which take place during the formation 

of the ionised column by the meteoroid: the time variation in the in- 

tensity of the reflected signal coincides in shape with the change in 

the illumination of the screen in the diffraction of light on a 

straight edge. 

§5. SCATTERING WITHOUT CONSIDERATION OF DIFFUSION 

Lovell and Clegg [26] computed the energy reflected from a meteor 

train containing a electrons per unit length, in the assumption that, 
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first of all, the diameter of the train IG narrow in comparison with 

the wavelength and, secondly, that the electron density in the train is 

so small that mutual collisions of electrons under the action of an in- 

cidence field can be neglected. 

Let us consider a short segment of a train dz long situated at a 

distance R from a transmitter. This segment contains N1 = adz electrons. 

Consequently, the total charge and mass of this segment will be equal 

to ey = eadz, and m^ = madz, respectively. On the basis of (4.2) the 

effective scattering surface for electrons 

(5.1) -*m 
If emission and reception are accomplished with a single antenna, 

the power of the reflected signal at the receiver input 

r-i25U (5.2) 
64««/?« 

where P is the power of the transmitter, G is the directivity factor of 

the emitter and X is the wavelength. 

In the case of radiowave scattering from a cloud of electrons (5-2) 

assumes the form 

lWU^~j- (5.3) 

On the  other hand 

1 U* w=?~-> (5.4) 

where U is the amplitude of the receiver input voltage and r Is the 

input resistance of the receiver. 

From Eqs. (5«3) and (5.4) we obtain 

^-^to*—*' (5.5) 

The amplitude of the field governed by the scattering of the radiowaves 
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by the dz element of the meteor train is equal to 

(5.6) 

The quantity A (R, a) for the given meteor is approximately constant. 

Let us integrate Eq. (5«6) from the point at which the radioecho z-, ap- 

pears to the point z? where a constant resulting amplitude is estab- 

lished 

A~AA sin lmt-lg-\dz. (5.7) 

mt j )rFt f /1) i; / rrrrm-i 

Fig. 3- An illustration 
of the calculations for 
signal amplitude. RQ is 
the range to the point 
of mirror reflection. 

MYI\ 
0 TuoatmitkH 
iKOttHUl t 

Fig. 4. Theoretical ampli- 
tude-time pattern observed 
when a meteor intersects 
the perpendicular drawn 
between the point of ob- 
servation and the meteor 
train. A) Amplitude; B) 
relative value of x. 

From Fig. 3 we see that 

/? = /?ecos 8 + z sin 8 a R% + —-. 

If we Introduce the denotation 

cp« (al- 

and the new variable 

4«/?, 

***  2«z» 

2 " R£  ' 

the amplitude of the signal at point 0 

,^j£pJ..n(,T^)dx.  (5.8) 

According to the theory of diffraction 

*t 

V sln(» — —-Jrfjr — Csin<p — Scos*. (5-9) 

where C and S are Fresnel integrals 

c-J«-:f*.s-J sin— dx.     (5.10) 
Xt X, 

As follows from (5-8) and (5.9), the 

intensity of the reflected wave is ob- 
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tained in the following form: 

!,-£{& + &), (5.11) 

which Is identical to the expression for the case of light diffraction 

on the edge of a straight screen. Figure 4 shows the theoretical ampli- 

tude-time pattern which makes it possible to determine the geocentric 

speed of the meteor: 

K.-Ä2S«. (5.12) 

Ellyett and Davles [27] were tue first to employ this method for the 

measurement of velocities. 

For purposes of determining the resulting signal amplitude we will 

integrate Eq. (5.8) with respect to the entire train. Since the length 

of the train Is considerably greater than the dimensions of the Fresnel 

zone, the integration may be accomplished from - » to + »: 

(5-13) -/¥<- 
From Eqs. (5-5) and (5*6) 

...JLI.MI, (5.14) 
mc1  4*  /?• 

and 

From Eq. (5-5) 

mc'  4« V?      I /?,) • 

H-^Offl». (5.16) 
mc2  4K   R* 

Fror. (5-15) and (5.16) 

N = a\fX~T- (5.17) 

Since the phase delay occurs twice for an incident ar.d a reflected wave 

Equation (5-17) defines the number of electrons participating in the 

reflection. Since the phase delay occurs twice for an Incident and a 
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reflected wave, the size of the first Fresnel zone Is equal to 

1/2 
(XRQ/2) '   . Thus, with the assumed simplifications only the electrons 

of the first Fresnel zone take part in the scattering of the electro- 

magnetic energy, while the energy scattered by the electrons of other 

zones is mutually cancelled. 

§6. THE HERLOFSON THEORY OF SCATTERING 

The linear distribution of ionization in the column will be dis- 

rupted by the effect of ambipolar diffusion. As a  result the position 

of the electrons with respect to each other will change and, conse- 

quently, there will also be a change in their relative phase contribu- 

tions in the scattered signal. In a number of cases the Herlofson the- 

ry [28] makes it possible to take into consideration the effect of the 

ambipolar diffusion. 

Herlofson considered the problem of radiowave scattering from me- 

teor trains on the basis of the Maxwell equations of macroscopic elec- 

trodynamics which for the case of a meteor train assumed the form: 

rotH = lrt + y~«.E; (6.1) 
c c 

rotE = -/*H; (6.2) 

dlveE-0, (6-3) 

where <x> is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic field, £Q is 

the dielectric permeability of free space, ~r is the conduction current, 

H and E are, respectively, the magnetic and electrical components of 

the field. 

When a plane electromagnetic wave impinges on an ionized cylinder 

the displacement current In complemented by the conduction current 

which is governed by the following phenomena: l) the motion of elec- 

trons under the action of a Lawrence force in the magnetic field of the 
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earth; 2) the motion of electrons as a result of collisions; 3) the 

oscillation of electrons owing to the action of the incident field. 

The influence of a permanent magnetic field on the propagation of 

radiowaves Is defined by the ratio cf gyroscopic frequency ca, to the 

radio frequency. The gyroscopic frequency«« = I <?|//0/mc^ 1,76 107/, In the ter- 

restrial magnetic field which exhibits HQ - 0.5 oersteds at the poles, 

ovr - 8.82*10 cps, which corresponds to a wavelength of \. =  214 m, 

whereas in the case of radar detection of meteors radiowaves 1-13 meters 

long are employed. Consequently, the conduction current due to the ge- 

omagnetic field need not be taken into consideration. 

For the waveband used in the detection of meteors by means of ra- 

dar the frequency of electron collisions v « v, and the effect of the 

collisions can also be neglected. Thus, the conduction current Is gov- 

erned exclusively by the effect of the incident-wave field. It may be 

maintained that only the electrical component cf the incident-wave 

field affects the electrons, since when E  ~ If the magnetic force (e/ 

/e) [VH] is less than the electrical force elf by a factor of approxi- 

mately 3000, assuming the thermal velocity .of the electron as its velo- 

city Äf (it is assumed that T ~ 300°). 

The equation of motion for the electron 

rfV  * (6.4) m —rr = eh. 
at 

Since the field varies harmonically, velocity must vary in accordance 

with the same law 

V-V-. (6.5) 

On the basis of (6.4) and (6,5) 

jam 

The current density 
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r=«/V = ^-Er (6.7) 

Having used (6.7) and taken into consideration that eQ = 1 for free 

space, we find that Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) assume the form: 

rotH-y*,E. (6.8) 

(6.9) 

where k = 27T/X is  the wave number and 

rotE jkH, (6.10) 

If we introduce a rectangular system of coordinates with z along the 

axis of the ionized column and if we assume that the wave impinges from 

the direction x > 0, on the basis of (6.8), (6.9) and (6.3) we can ob- 

tain the following wave equations: 

a) for the case of parallel polarization, with E||z: 

*E$+PtEt = 0; (6.11) 

b) for the case  of transverse polarization,  with lf||z: 

«.-i£f+*».-ft (6.12) 
Thus, to solve the problem of the scattering of radiowaves from a me- 

teor train it is necessary tc solve Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) for certain 

boundary conditions. Equation (6.11) is presented in the form 

A£, + k'E, = tenjpE,, (6.13) 

where p = e^/mc = 2.8.10" J cm is the classical radius of an electron. 

If the electron density is so small that the right-hand part of 

(6.13) may be regarded as a small perturbation (a diminished train), 

the solution of this equation on the basis of the Green theorem is giv- 

en by 

f, _ ,/«. _ <„P J11 cn.E4vj\ J vcds. (g l4 j 

The first term in the right-hand part of the solution represents 
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the incident wave at the point of observation and the second term rep- 

resents the scattered wave; £ is the Green function which is determined 

from the specific conditions of the problem. We are interested in the 

scattered wave: 

£„.c = - 4itp j" j J cnJEjiv IJ f tods. (6.15) 

The volume integral in the numerator is taken over the entire cross 

section of the cylinder with a unit train length. The surface integral 

is taken over the narrow cylinder of unit length about the point of ob- 

servation. In selecting the Green function let us make use of the con- 

dition that the scattered wave at infinity must satisfy the principle 

of radiation, i.e., it must tend toward zero. This requirement is satis- 

fied by the Hankel function of the second kind, of zero order: 

c^J*—jN„ (6.16) 

where JQ is the Bessel function of zeroth order and Nfi is the Neumann 

function of zeroth order. 

In the volume integral the argument k|"H*| of the Green function is 

great ( |FT| represents the distance between a point inside the cylinder 

and the point at which the radiometeor is observed) and therefore we 

can use the following asymptotic expression for the Hankel function: 

e-tHKr*). (6.17) 
-/*■ 

For the surface integral in Eq. (6.15) let us use the asymptotic ex- 

pression for the case in which the argument of the Hankel function 

tends toward zero: 

c--(^UIR|. (6.18) 

On the basis of (6.17), (6.18) and (6.15) 

-^/TO'IJI^^- (6-i9) 
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For transverse polarization Eq. (6.12) can be presented in the form 

«.tf, + ^(v*.X rot//).!. (6.20) 

This equation is solved analogously with (6.13) and it develops that 

fp^ = -«pK. (6.21) 

I.e., with low electron density in the column the amplitude of the scat- 

tered wave is independent of the polarization of the incident field. 

Herlofson Introduces the diameter D for scattering energy and this 

quantity is defined as the width of a strip which exhibits a length 

such as on absorption and axisymmetric re-emission of all incident pow- 

er will produce a reflected signal like that from a train: 

D = 2*/?0|£pic|«. (6.22) 

The amplitude of the scattered wave 

"-'-VlF'SjJ "•""•*• (6-23) 
and consequently 

D = - (2Ap tfj ns*»dv)*. (6.24) 
2* v 

Let us consider the effect of diffusion on the amplitude of a ra- 

diometeor. If the electron density along the radius exhibits gaussian 

distribution (2.5), it is not difficult to calculate 

Thus, because of diffusion the amplitude of a weakened radiometeor Is 

damped exponentially. The time during which the amplitude of the signal 

is diminished by a factor of e is given by 

-Tssr ■    (6-26) 

Greenhow and Neufeld [29], engaged in an experimental determination of 

T, on the basis of (6.26) computed the diffusion factor. The results 
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are close to the theoretical, as derived by means of Eq. (2.4) (the at- 

mospheric density was determined by means of rocket probes). 

If the electron density in the column is sufficiently great, It 

develops that the amplitude of the reflected signal is s function of 

the polarization of the incident wave. 

In the event of parallel polarization, if the volume electron den- 

sity is so great that the dielectric permeability of the medium is nega- 

tive, the field in the medium rapidly attenuates and this is similar to 

the skin effect in a wire. The depth of penetration at which the field 

diminishes by a factor of e is given by 

.  u (*m yi* 
* = *lUr) • (6-27) 

The attenuation can be neglected if the cylinder radius a < d. It is a 

simple matter to prove by means of Eq. (6.27) that this condition Is 
TO 

satisfied for meteor trains with a linear electron density a < 10 " el/ 

12 
/cm. If a > 10  el/cm and, moreover, the depth of penetration is amall 

in comparison with the radius of the train, the expansion of the train 

as a result of diffusion results in the expansion of the surface of ze- 

ro dielectric permeability. The maximum radius cf this surface is equal 

2 1/2 v^~ 
to 3*10 a '   /v cm, and after a period of 6.2 a/D  this surface is com- 

12 pressed to zero. For meteors with a » 10  el/rm the train behaves 

much like a metallic cylinder and if the radius of the train is small 

in comparison with the wavelength, the scattering diameter in the care 

of parallel polarization is given by the formula [22]: 

D = 7(,+(!'"sk)T' (6.28) 
In the event of the transverse polarization of the incident field 

with respect to the axis of the meteor train, the electrons move In the 

transverse plane of the cylinder, thus bringing about a change in the 
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surface charge. The theory of radio reflection under consideration here 

encounters basic difficulties in this connection. 

Let us return to Eq. (6.12). In a cylindrical system of coordinates 

this equation is written In the following manner: 

KHJ)*+i*+«-* 
To find the special solution for (6.29) we can make use of the method 

of separation of the variables: 

//, =/=»*(?). (6.30) 

This yields the following equations for the functions $ and F: 

<D"-(-m8<D = 0; (6.31) 

%+(^)l+*-£)v-a (6-32> 
Solution (6.31) 

* = i4coam? + Bslnm<f. (6.33) 

Having taken into consideration that the components of tne incident- 

wave field are even functions of the angle cp 

Hinti = eik* = el»™**, (6.34) 

let us assume B = 0. Consequently, 

<J»=/lcosm'f, (6.35) 

and to eliminate the many values, m must be a whole number. Equation 

(6.32) represents a differential Bessel equation of the mth order which 

Is difficult to solve because of the fact that It is necessary for the 

determination of the constants to relate the solutions inside and out- 

side the cylinder in the presence of a singular point for which e = 0. 

Kaiser and Closs [30] proposed the approximate method for the so- 

lution of this problem and for this reason we will return to it some- 

what later. Herlofson, however, modified Eq. (6.31) to the form of a 

Rlccati-type equation whose Integration can be accomplished only for a 
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Fig. 5. Theoretical relationship between the variation in the force of 
the reflected signal and the diameter of the ionized column in the case 
of a constant number of electrons (Herlofson, 1951)- 1) Amplitude of 
reflected signal; 2) longitudinal polarization; 3) transverse polariza- 
tion; 4) diameter. 

uniform cylinder. As a result it turned out that with e = — 1 resonance 

takes place and here 

DDt3 = - X. 'pe3 (6-36) 

Figure 5 shows graphically the theoretical relationship between 

the variation in the force of a reflected signal and the diameter of the 

ionized column for a constant number of electrons. 

The physical interpretation of the derived pattern is the follow- 

ing. Witb a small scattering diameter, i.e., with large negative values 

for the dielectric constant, E, wo„ < EM „„ . since the large eiectro- 
j. ras   II rao 

static field prevents the shifting of the charges in the plane perpen- 

dicular to th axis of the cylinder. With increasing cylinder diameter 

because of diffusion the dielectric permeability diminishes so that 

consequently there is a reduction in the electrostatic charge field and 

the Intensity of the signal for E. „„„ at first increases insignlfleant- 
_L 1 a o 

ly, while at e = - 1 there arises distinct resonanct which is associat- 

ed with the electrical resonance of electrons subject to the effect of 

regenerative electrostatic forces. With large radii the dielectric per- 

meability becomes positive, tending to unity, and since the train has 
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been weakened the intensity of the reflected signal is not a function 

of the polarization of the incident field. 

§7. THE KAISER AND CLOSS THEORY OF SCATTERING 

Kaiser and Closs [30] used the approximate method of solving the 

problem on the scattering of radiowaves that is based en the represen- 

tation of the electrodynamic problem in the form of a problem in sta- 

tics, assuming that the meteor train is cylindrical in shape and ex- 

pands gradually as a result of diffusion. A solution is sought for Eq. 

(6.3): 

div(tgradlO'-0, (7.1) 

where V is the potential of the electrostatic field and the dielectric 

permeability e is a function of the radius and, as follows from (6.10), 

equal to 

In a cylindrical system of coordinates, following the separation 

of the variables, (7*I) Is written as follows: 

(7.3) d(    dVm\     m'eV, 
— 1 tr 1 — ————, 
dr\      dr   ) r 

whe re 

at 

y(r,«)"-£V„(r)slnmy (7.4) 

On the basis of (6.35) we can present Eq. (6.32) in the form 

whe re 

«.(r.tf^tf.Wcosm?. (7.6) 

Equations (7.3) and (7-5) are equivalent if in (7.5) we neglect 
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o 
the term k'~£H    which characterize?  the  phase  variation:-   of  the  field. rn 

Let  us therefore assume  that 

\t(krf\«m\ (7-7) 

or for the  dlpole model 

>t(A/f K<1. (7.7a) 

Using the  equations 

E--gradV.    rot H - jktE, (7.3) 

we  obtain the  relationship between H    and V 

Hm = j(kr)tVlJm. (7.9) 

The   solution  of Eq.   (7*3)   for the   region  outside  the  cylinder.,   giv- 

en that  Conditions   (7-7)  are met,  and with  consideration  of Relation- 

ship   (7-9),  yields 

W.(r) = y*«(V-Ä^— )• (7.10) 

The   constants A    and B    can be  defined by numerical   integration  of Eq. 

(7.3). 

Let us expand the plane incident wave of unit amplitude given by 

Eq. (6.34) Into a Fourier series: 

gß*m « £ ^ (/)-/„ (kr) cosm? (7.11) 
M.0 

Here e is the Neumann factor which for m = 0 is equal to er, = 1. while 
m ) u 

for m=l, 2, 3, ...e = 2, and J (kr) is the Bessel function of mth m   '     ' rr; 

order of the first kind. 

For the region outside the train (7.5) assumes the form 

d'Hm   , 1 dH. 
dr* 

whose  solution 

+ 7^ + (*'-^)"- = ^ (7-") 

«P.C= ZuMW-JN^kr)} cos m<?, (7-13) 
m-0 

where N Is the Neumann function and t  Is a constant, complex in the 
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general case. 

Let us make use of the asymptotic approximations for the Bessel 

and Neumann functions [31] for large r 

and we find 

».(■*-/£<.[»r-Ä£4 

"-^-(ir--'Kf) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 
m-0 

Since Eq. (7.6) expresses the to^al external field, according to (7.11), 

(7.16) and (7-6) we will have 

£//. cos «? - £*mU)mJm(kr) cos m? + VrJ—) 
"1-0 m-0 m_0 

(7.17) 

From Eq. (7-17) 

//• = ( 1+ Q h (kr)- JtoM0 (kr), h(kr)-Jt0N0(kr),        \ 
U)Ukr)-jtJ4m(kr).  I (7.18) 

When (kr) « 1 

Jm(kr) 

*.(*) 

(fer)» 
2"/n! 

2*(w-l)i 
«(*r)" 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

where m = 1, 2, 3» 

Applying Approximations (7-19) and (7«20) and comparing (7.18) 

with (7.10), we obtain the equations for the determination of the coef- 

ficients t. m 

„j?£= I + Ji*\(m-l)\Am  tK_ 
U «A*    Bm 

The coefficient of scattering is determined with the formula 

(7.21) 
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/?(£-)■ (7-22> 
For the case under consideration 

<4pit -- Hr,c     \ j
mtm 1 /       -.    Anot — Hn0k -— 1, 

m   0 

and consequently the coefficient of reflection in the case of trans- 

verse polarization 
■». 

flHEAr (7.23) 
<n 0 

In the  case  of parallel  polarization,  when E|jz,  we   obtain  from the 

wave  equation   (6.11)   in a  cylindrical  system  of coordinates 

~iC HJ-^L+(^-"')f. = 0. (7.24) 

where 

£*= I] f„ cos«?. (7.2^) 
n    0 

Further,   the  discussion may be  continued  ir. a manner  similar to the 

case   of transverse  pola rizatlon with corresponding  substitution  of  oe- 

notations:   t    -*■ i   .   g. -*■ gnj   the  above-derived  formulas  are   valid  here, m        n      _L        |[ 
If   [e(kr)   ]   « 1,   the basic   contribution is mad-   by  the   \-   in with 

n = 0 and   in  this  case  the Lovell-Clegg  formula   is  suitable: 

e* 
8   ~\l*^™me< "7.26) 

Without going into the details of the calculations, lei us out 1 in.-, tht 

basic results emanating from the Kaiser and Closs theory. 

In the case of a uniform cylinder, when e = const with r < 'i and 

e = 1 with r > a with Condition (7.7a) satisfied, it follows from H\. 

(7.21) that the coefficient of reflection has its maximum value at. e = 

— —  1, in which case the polarization ratio foi resonance 

UL "M7ö7 (7-27) 
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The diameter of the scattering in the case of resonance 

Dp„--X, 
it 

which coincides with the result produced by the Herlofson theory. 

If e < 0 and |e(ka)2| » 1, Formula (7-28) is not valid. In this 

case the train behaves as a metallic cylinder having a radius a. When 

(ka)2 < 1 and e « - 1 

*-=**-. (T.28) 

£iÄ -'(f)4W (7-29) 
p 

If, however, (ka)~ » 1, on the basis of the laws of geometric optics 

«f±=£i = -(*Aa)'* (7-30) 
2 

When diffusion is considered, the electron density in the column 

exhibits a gaussian distribution and In this case the dielectric per- 

meability on the basis of (7*2) is expressed by the equation 

,(r)=l-/exp[-i-  , (7>31) 

where 

,          4ou>* 
/«= . 

mc1 (krt)* 

If (1 — e) « 1, the Incident wave penetrates the column without 

distortions and we are confronted with a weakened train. From (7.31) we 

have the condition of weakness 

(Ar,)«» 11,24 -10- "a. (7-32) 

Since e > 0 over the entire region of the train, the coefficient of re- 

flection is not a function of the polarization of the incident wave 

(g = gij), and in this case, if (krt) «1, we obtain the Lovell-Cl
c'gg 

formula (Eq. 7-26). If, however, the train has finite dimensions, the 

phase differences which were considered in the discussion on the Her- 
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lofson theory must be  taken  Into consideration. 

In the event  that  the electron density  In the   column  I.,   jaulte  great, 

tut  the  incident  wave  nevertheless penetrates all  regions   of the  train, 

the  train  in this  case  is  referred tc as  underdense.   The  underdense 

condition  is  given by   |e(kr)   |   « 1,  which  is  equivalent  to   /   « 2.4  /, 
1° x 10      el/cm.   For  underdense  columns  the  coefficient   of  reflection   is 

a  function  of the  polarization  of  the   incident wave. 

In the  case  of parallel polarization the  Lovell-Clegg formula   (7- 

26)   is  valid.   Until  an  underdense  train weakens because   of diffusion, 

the  coefficient   of  reflection  remains  constant. 

In the  case  of transverse  polarization 

«1*2 1 + 4j       A;-' 
*(*',)»    B'\ 

(7-33) 

where 

From (7-26) and (7-33) the polarization ratic 

3: 

2J£' 
f\A' (7.34) 

Hence it follows that Re(A1) = 0 is the resonance condition which is 

found to occur when f = 2.4, i.e., when the dielectric constant on the 

axis has a value of e = - 1.4. Calculations show that because of the 

scattering boundary the resonance ratio diminishes to 2. 

12 If a » 2.4-10x  el/cm, the incident wave cannot penetrate the 

central portion of the column and in this case we will be dealing with 

an overdense train. For the region of the train it is possible to write 

£ < 0 and je (kr.)") » 1. For the gausslan distribution Kaiser and 

Closs assumed that the train behaves as a metallic cylinder whose ra- 

dius r  is determined from the equation 
e l 

• (r.)(*r,V-= -1, 
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The time during which the dielectric constant on the train axis r- rjches 

a value of zero is held to he the duration of the overdense train. 

t-1,124-10-«■ 
X» 

16it»D ~*> (7.36) 

The maximum coefficient of reflection for an overdense train is indep- 

endent of the polarization of the incident wave 

(7.36) 

Wl„3 

Fig. 6. Coefficient of reflection as a function of (kr,) = 4k ~ D : a) 
For a segment with a logarithmic scale; b) for a segment with a line 
scale.  parallel polarization; ----- transverse polarization. 
(After Kaiser arid Gloss, 1952). 

On the basis of the geometry of reflection Manning [32] computed 

the power of a radioecho from an overaense column, with consideration 

of the products of lonization situated beyond the limits of the criti> 
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cal radius. It developed here that the maximum of signal power war; low- 

er by 70$ than the quantity predicted by the Kaiser and C-__ theory. 

Kaiser and Closs smoothly related the solutions for the region of 

underdense and overdense trains and thus obtained a complete picture of 

the scattering of radiowaves with varying polarization for gaussian 

distribution of electrons without restriction of the electron line den- 

sity and the radius of the train (Fig. 6). 

To test th- scattering of radiowaves on meteor trains, a number of 

experimental investigations were conducted [33], [34], [35]- Toe most 

correct experiment was carried out by Billam and Browne [35] who stud- 

ied the polarization effects on a wavelength of \ ~ 3.45 meters. Their 

experimental data are In agreement with the Kaiser and Close theory for 

long-enduring signals, and also quantitatively in agreement with the 

theory of short-duration signals, but in many cases the magnitude of 

the polarization ratio is areater than predicted by the theory. This is 

explained by Imperfections in the Kaiser and Closs theory, which will 

be a matter for subsequent consideration. 
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THE SCATTERING OF RADIOWAVES FROM UNDERDENSE METEOR TRAINS 

I.V. Bayrachenko 

According to theoretical and experimental Investigations into the 

scattering of radiowaves from meteor trains, the nature and power of 

the reflected signal are significant functions of the magnitude of the 

electron line density in the column. In the general case, when the same 

antenna is used both for reception and transmission, the power of the 

radloecho with consideration of the sphericity of the electromagnetic 

wave can be presented In the form [l] 

where P „ is the power at the receiver input: P is the power emitted pr p 

by the transmitter; G is the directivity factor f >r the antenna with 

respect to an Isotropie emitter; X is the wavelength; R is the slant 

range; e; is the reflection factor determined by the equation 

"/^(Ö- (2) 

Here k = 2ir/X  is the wave number; A   is the amplitude of the scat- ra s 

tered wave at the point of observation; A  , Is the amplitude of the 

incident wave in the region of the meteor train. 

If we assume the meteor train to represent a cylinder whose radius 

is considerably smaller than the wavelength, the coefficient of reflec- 

12 
tlon for faint trains (a « 10 *" el/cm) regardless of tne polarization 

of the incident wave is equal to 

'—(£)• (3) 
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2  2 where e /mc Is the classical radius of the electron. 

12 In the case of underdense trains (a < 10  el/cm) the coefficient 

of reflection is a function of the polarization of the incident wave: 

in the case of longitudinal polarization it is defined by Eq. (3), 

while for transverse polarization it is given by the expression 

where 
2r /.- 

x    j  Ml(m-I)14» A. ' 
«*•"    fl. 

Here A and B„ are constants whose ratio is a function of the distribu- m    m 

tion of electron density in the column. 

Only the dipole form of the oscillation (m = l) makes a signifi- 

cant contribution to the reflection and therefore 

2 
8r l+yJL.4." (5) 

12 In the case of overdense columns (a » 10 c~  el/cm) the meteor train be- 

haves much as a metallic cylinder whose maximum coefficient of reflec- 

tion, excluding the case in which g» exceeds g , regardless of the po- 

larization of the incident wave, is equal to 

**MC = 7,M0-'«'/«. (6) 

In experimental Investigations the antenna system is generally 

positioned so that the plane of polarization is parallel to the plane 

of the earth. However, meteoroids penetrate into the terrestrial atmo- 

sphere from all directions. Therefore, with the scattering of radio- 

waves from meteor trains the electrical vector of the electromagnetic 

field will be oriented through a variable angle with respect to the ax- 

is of the meteor train. In the case of faint and overdense columns, as 

can be seen from Eqs. (3) and (6), this plays no part. However, one 
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must take this fact Into consideration in the case of underdenoe train:;, 

since the coefficient of reflection In the case of transverse polariza- 

tion may exceed the coefficient of reflection in the case of longitudi- 

nal polarization severalfold (resonance in plasma). Consequently, in 

analyzing individual radiometeors of known streams consideration mast 

be given to the spatial position of the meteor train and the electrical 

vector of the electromagnetic field. 

The present paper considers the question of the magnitude of sig- 

nal power during the scattering of radlowaver from underdense meteor 

trains in the case of varying polarization of the incident electromag- 

netic wave with respect to the axis of the meteor train. We consider 

the influence exerted by the distribution of electron density in the 

column on the magnitude of the resulting coefficient of reflection. 

Let an electromagnetic, wave be propagated in the X < 0 direction 

with the Z axis coincident with the axis of the meteor train (Fig. 1). 

If ß is the angle between the electrical vector of the incident wave 

and the axis of the train, It is not difficult to see from the figure 

that 

81 ~ sin p, 

81 ^-cosp, 

therefore 

e2 

g, = ««_ -cosß, (7) 
mc* x   ■ 

*i=7rr2i^rs,np' w 
«A» Bl 

In the general case the coefficient of reflection may be represent- 

ed as a complex number 

*«■■*'"• (9) 

In this case Eq. (l) is written as follows [3]: 
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-€ 
"A 

do) 

3i 

Fig.   1.   Orientation  of 
electromagnetic wave 
with respect  to the ax- 
is  of the meteor train. 

where g*  is the magnitude  of  the  complex 

conjugate _g. 

Let 

g*-gte
f\ (11) 

g± = g±e'*;. (12) 

in which case 

g=g i +f l = g i *N + g^h - g i cos * + £icos ♦ + J<* <sin * + *is,n ♦)• 

and 

ggm=zig\ cos $ 4- £X cos ^)* + (£ i sf n 0 + £x sin <j>)*. 

As follows from Eq. (7), in the event of longitudinal polarization the 

coefficient of reflection is a real number and therefore 

gg* = g\ -f«i+2*,ffj.cos<!>. (13) 

Let us expand the content of this equation with respect to various spe- 

cial cases. 

For a uniform cylinder (e = const when r <; a and e = 1 when r > a, 

where e is the dielectric permeability and a is the cylinder radius) 

[1]: 

di»L±ia-.. 
A,   1-« 

Let us  substitute  the  ratio of the quantities A-^  and B-,   into Eq.   (8) 

2sln ß 
tfi= 

i + y i+t 
«{ka)*   1 — • 

Hence the modulus and phase of the coefficient of reflection 

(14) 

where 

4c'm   4c* 

«j»=arctg/, 
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a) is the angular frequency of the Incident electromagnetic wave, n IG 

the electron volume density in the train. 

On the basis of Eqs. (10), (13) and (14) 

the power of the received signal 

■»p ——- «VI cos* ß -\  PnGI 
32 

P   .   4wu?*cosßstnß 
J- H —-7==-^- cos * 

(15) 

Fig. 2. Distribu- 
tion of electron 
density in column 
after the Herlofson 
model. 

Because of the effect of ambipolar diffusion 

the power of the received signal will exhibit 

a time variation. In the case of longitudinal 

polarization [2] 

e* 
mc7 

where 

* = * + Wt, 

rQ is the initial radius of the meteor train; D is the coefficient of 

ambipolar dlii'usion. 

Until an underdense train because of diffusion becomes a faint 

train the coefficient of reflection gn will be virtually constant. This 
II 

is associated with the fact that for (kr. ) « 1 

In the case of transverse polarization g Initially increases attaining 

a maximum and then diminishes. For a uniform cylinder resonance appears 

at e = 1 and with variable polarization of the incident wave 

ib.)   --ÜIL-. (16) 

In the Herlofson model case [2] the column is nonhomogeneous in 

the region r = a (Fig. 2),  and here, as follows from the work of Kaiser 

and Closs, 
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A' _ (I -f «) 4- t/a«' (a) (}* — In j 11) 
ß' = (1 - •) + •/«•' («H> - In I«I)' 

-1 

(17) 

Here A' = A, a and B' = B^a 

If the dielectric permeability Is presented  In the form  [l] 

.M-.-,"p[-(0]. (18) 

where 

/ = 
4a 

(krtf    mc*' 

in which case for the Herlofson model we must assume s » 1. 

In the case of resonance e   1, f = 2 and 

at' (a) = s In f. 

Through Eqs. (8), (17) and (19), we will obtain 

gL~  '*!?* (0,44.,-/), 
m 

(19) 

(20) 

whence the modulus and phase of tne coefficient of reflection 

gl=
tt*g>st"P-^(0744.5)» +1, * = arcj| (0,44.S)~». 

tnr* mc (21) 

On the basis of (10), (13) and (21) the power of the received sig- 

nal 

■P 
32*4/?» 

ltd 
mr 

[cos'ß + sin'ßUO^.^ + IJ-l- 

+ '2V(®Ms)* + i.   slnpcospcos<|<]. (22) 

The ratio of the coefficients of reflection in the case of resonance 

£L) ^|/(0.44.5)» + ltgp. 
gl   /P«3 

(23) 

For the most interesting case - the gaussian distribution of elec 

tron density in the column, when s = 2 in Eq. (18) - the constants A, 

and B-, from Eq. (8) cannot be determined analytically; therefore, we 

must resort to the numerical integration of the original differential 

equation which is presented in the form 
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where p = r/iv ana V is the potential issociated with the electrical 

field by the equation E = - grad v. 

The solution for (24) for the region outside of the train, where 

& = 1, is given by 

v = A'p + B'rl- 

If p « 1, e = const, and the solution for (24) is 

yo Ä p- 

Hence, if p = 0, then V = 0, and in this case 

IV 
- = e(0). 
P 

The  integration of  (24)  in this approximation yields 

pmf = \ ~ rfp,      v - \ Vldf. "IT* vi (25) 

"TJT 
4k'Dt/{/0"4j    - 

Fig. 3. Magnitude and phase angle of coefficient of reflection for 
transverse scattering from underdense train with gauss ^.an distribution 
of electron density (after Kaiser, 1955). 

On the basis of the method of successive approximations, making 

use of (25), we can compute V from point to point and thus determine 

the constants A' and B1. In this case 

*t 
1 + 

-_ 2jtljlH 

«(kr,)* 1+C +y 4 T+BC 
«(Ar,)» ' 1+c» (26) 
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Ax Ax B1 

where * = -*-, B^-J-,  C= o~ are determined graphically as a function of 
B* BR BR 

f [1]. 

In practical calculations it is convenient to use the curves ob- 

tained by Kaiser [3] (Fig- 3). Since g./gii ~ tan ß and the coefficient 

of reflection in the case of longitudinal polarization is given by the 

simple Expression (3), it is not difficult witn the curves shown In Fig. 

3 to find the modulus and phase of the coefficient of retraction for 

transverse polarization and on the basis of Eqs. (10) and (13) to com- 

pute the power of the reflected signal. 

From the analysis presented above we can see that the magnitude of 

the resulting coefficient of reflection is a function both of the dis- 

tribution of the electron density in the column as well as of the spa- 

tial orientation of the meteor train. If we take into consideration 

that the experimental investigations of resonance effects [4], as a 

rule, yield observed values of polarization ratios systematically high- 

er than the theoretical, the need to consider the resonance effect 

brought about by the transverse components of the electrical field of 

the incident wave becomes quite obvious in the study of the scattering 

of radiowaves from underdense meteor trains in the case of variable po- 

larization of the incident electromagnetic wave w-~h respect to the ax- 

Is of the meteor train. 
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THE EFFECT OF THE ANTENNA DIRECTIVITY PATTERN ON THT 

OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION OF METEOROIDS WITH 

RESPECT TO MASS 

R.I. Moysya, V.G. Kruchinenko, I.V. Bayrachenko 

We presently have several methods available to us for the deter- 

mination of the exponent s_ In the meteoroid-mass distribution function 

when we make use of radar data. One of the most common is the method 

involving the use of the experimentally measured distribution of radio- 

meteor durations. In the selection of this method a number of assump- 

tions were necessary. First of all, the derived theoretical expressions 

for the number of meteors recorded by radar are valid only in the case 

of signal reception from a narrow sector of the. directivity pattern. In 

an actual case reception is always accomplished over the entire area of 

the pattern and the antenna gain is a function of direction. It Is clear 

even from general considerations that the meteor-mass distribution es- 

tablished by radar under conditions in which antenna gain varies as a 

function of direction must differ from the actual case. In this connec- 

tion there is some interest in a study of the influence exerted by the 

directivity pattern of an antenna on the distribution by mass of the 

recorded meteors. 

The present paper represents an attempt to evaluate the influence 

of the antenna directivity pattern in the vertical plane on the results 

provided by meteor radio techniques. 

CERTAIN PROBLEMS PERTAININ3 TO THE THEORY OF RADIOWAVE SCATTERING FROM 
MATEOR TRAINS. SELECTION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY AND MASS INTERVAL 

According to the present theory of radiowave scattering from me- 
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teor trains [1, 2] there are three characteristic typec of radio echoes. 

12 
If in the train the electron line density a « 10  el/cm (faint train), 

as was demonstrated by Herlofson, ohe amplitude of a radiometeor Is 

not a function of the polarization of the incident wave and diminishes 

exponentially with time 

where 

here A~ is the magnitude of the reflected signal at the initial instant 

of time t = 0; D is the coefficient of diffusion in the region of the 

meteor zone; >- is the wavelength; P is the transmitter power; G-, and Gp 

are the directivity factors of the transmitter and receiver antennas, 

2  2 
respectively; R is the slant range; e /mc is the classical electron 

radius. 

Kaiser and Gloss [2], depending on the magnitude of a, distinguish 

12 between underdense and overdense trains. If a < 2.4*10  el/cm, the 

amplitude of a radiometeor, defined by Eq. (l), is a strong function of 

the polarization of the incident wave. The time for the recording of 

these reflections for this case [3] 

A2 
7p < 16*?D ,n 0 55  »     ' 2 p-ihr.)' U) 

2 
where £ emln is the level of discrimination; e .  is the magnitude of 

the threshold signal; rQ   is the equivalent initial train radius; k is 

the wave number. 

As follows from Eq. (2), the boundary value for the recording time 

is a function of the radar-station parameters, as well as of the height 

and distance at which the meteor appears. 

12 
If a » 2.4.10  el/cm, the meteor train is regarded as a metallic 
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cylinder whose radius is defined by the equation 

• (re(ArJ» = -l. 

where e is the dielectric constant of the cylinder. 

The amplitude of a signal from a stable train 

PW* 

where 

The duration of the reflection in the case of stable trains [2] 

A —A.— a"4 Mi 

T = 7,1-I0-
,S
—. W 

D 

The result obtained for underdense and overdense trains have been, 

extended by Kaiser and Closs to the transitional region for which a ~ 

-10  el/cm. Investigations have shown [4] that the derived experimen- 

tal polarization ratios for short-duration echoes are systematically 

higher than those obtained theoretically, and for the transitional re- 

gion the theory is totally incapable of explaining the observed pheno- 

mena. However, if we take into consideration that for the transitional 

region plasma resonance takes place, we have a strong basis for using 

the theoretical results obtained for the region of unstable trains. It 

follows from the experimental data that the overwhelming part of the 

radiometeors on a wavelength of X = 4 m corresponds to trains of the 

transitional type. Indeed, on the basis of Eq. (4), assuming a ~ 10 

el/cm and D = 3*10 cm /sec, we will obtain T = 4.2*10"  a. 

The majority of the meteors recorded by the radar station on a 

wavelength of X = 4 meters, as demonstrated by experience, exhibits a 

duration in the interval 0.05 < T < 5 sec, which corresponds to the 1, 

11       1^ terval of electron densities of 10  < a < 10 J el/cm. 

Let us evaluate the stellar magnitude of meteors with electron 
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densities for the trains In the interval from 10  < a  < ]0 ^ el/cm. 

For this we will use the relationship [5] 

Af = -2,5lg«^-}-35. (5) 

F^re M is the absolute stellar magnitude. The result of this evaluation 

is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

1 10" i0'» 
1 

10«»            j            10»« 

X 4,2.10-» 4.2-10-» 4.2.10-» 4,2 

M 7m. 5 5"0 2«.5 0«.0 

As we can see, trains with a density of 10  el/cm (persistent 

trains) are formed by meteors of zero magnitude, whose relative number 

on the basis of visual observational data is very small. As follows 

from radar observations, more than 90$ of all radiometsors (for a wave- 

length of X = 4 meters) form trains of the transicional type (with a 

in the Interval from 1011-1013 el/cm). 

On the other nand, according to [3] there exists no definite value 

for the duration separating the reflection from trains of the persis- 

tent and unstable types. We may therefore make use of Eq. (4) for the 

transitional region and hold that 

The number of free electrons per centimeter of meteor path is given by 

the expression [6] 

a = B — e l/cm, y (6) 

where ß is the probability of ionization; V is the velocity of the me- 

teoroid; n is the number of atoms vaporized within a single second. 

For a nonrotating body of arbitrary shape, retaining this shape on 

vaporization [5] 
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»^•H«Vco,x(£-)(,-±£)'. (7) 

where P».« = f-^^-im,/,cosX is the atmospheric pressure at the point of max- 

imum vaporization; A is the coefficient of heat transfer; Q is the en- 

ergy required for the heating and vaporizing of 1 gram of meteoroid 

matter; H* is the height of the nomogeneous atmosphere; r\  is the mass 

of an individual meteor atom; g is the acceleration of the force of 

gravity. 

On the basis of (6) and (7) we draw the conclusion that 

Consequently, 

x~m. (9) 

Thus, having considered the distribution of radiometecrs with res- 

pect to duration for the transitional region, we can investigate the 

influence of the equipment parameters and, in particular, the antenna 

directivity patterns for the experimental distribution of meteoroids by 

mass. 

Derivation of Basic Relationships and the Method for Evaluation of Data 

In the derivation of the basic relationships we employee" a number 

of assumptions. It should first of all be stressed that we are examin- 

ing the influence of only the directivity patterns in the vertical 

plane on the observational results cr, in other words, we are investi- 

gating only the function of the angle 0 (0 is the angle in the ^lane of 

the echo, from the line of intersection between the echo plane and the 

horizontal plane to the directional line to the reflect... ^ point of the 

meteor). All remaining factors such as, for example, the parameters of 

the radar, atmospheric parameters, etc., are regarded a^ constant 

(throughout the experiment they do not change significantly). The case 

in which we consider the Influence of the antenna directivity pattern 
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In the horizontal plane will be treated separately. 

Let us assume that the majority of meteors are formed in some thin 

layer of altitudes hQ-h, with an average altitude of h . For our case 

we v.'ill assume the average height to be equal to 90 km [7] and we will 

hold this height to be constant. 

The distribution function for meteoroids by mass is generally giv- 

en in the form 

/>(") = -. (10) 

or in integral form 

where: b is a constant; s is the parameter characterizing the distribu- 

tion of the meteoroids by mass. 

The number of meteoroids with masses in the interval m-m + Am 

passing in time At through area AS, perpendicular to the direction of 

the stream [5, 8], is 

UN-- 
b-M Um-US 

m* (12) 

The area  element   AS   (Fig.   1)   is  equal  to 

AS=/?A/?A8. (13) 

The  number  of meteors  recorded  in a narrow  sector with an angle   of 

taper AÖ  in the  slant  range  Interval R -R„ 

UNt~bUtU% (*****, (14) 

In addition,   it   is  generally  held that   If the  parameters   of the 

radar do not   change,   the  total number  of meteors  recorded   in a   narrow 

sector is equal  to  [8] 

/Ve.oOa 
b-htpMUk 

(*-l)sln»X.«ü»».m^ (15) 
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Fig. 1. Echo plane. Determina- 
tion of area element AS. l) Ra- 
diant; 2) zenith. 

Here X *s the zenith distance of the radiant; 9  is the elevation; m. 

is the minimum mass of the meteor which can be recorded by radar. 

Hence we can draw the conclusion that 

for recorded meteors the integral law govern- 

ing the distribution by mass is the following 

A 
AtaIU = 

m »—I 
(16) 

Fig. 2. Derivation of 
analytical expression 
for the function f(£0). 

i.e., coincides with the actual conditions in 

space (11). As was indicated above, Formula 

(15) fails completely to take into considera- 

tion the fact that under actual conditions 

reception is accomplished not from the narrow 

sector but from the entire plane of the antenna directivity pattern. 

In Formula (14) let us turn from the slant ranges to the heights h. 

Let us take note of the fact that in this transition it is absolutely 

necessary to take into consideration the curvature of the eartn's sur- 

face. In the opposite case the formulas would yield a greater error for 

smaller values of the angle 0. 

Let us consider Fig. 2. Here 0 is the center of the earth; C is the 

point at which the radar unit is located; A is the reflecting point; h 
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IG the height of the reflecting point above the terrestrial surface; R^> 

is the radius of the terrestrial globe. 

From the triangle AOC 

(Rs + A)«« /?»+ R» +2/?,tfsln 8. (17) 

Let us  rewrite   (17) to the form 
h      /? + 2/?sM6 
R 2R,->rh (18) 

Since 2R^ » h, h in the denominator of the right-hand part in Eq. 

(18) can be neglected. 

Now we will have 

A = -/L + Sin6. (19) 
R      2R, v   yj 

Having differentiated   (19) with respect to R and h,  after modification 

we  obtain: 

/?,rfA - A-f-^-sin eWdfl. (20) 

R-/R is defined in terms of the angles 6  and £ (Fig. 2). From A ABO 

AB 
Bi 

1+- 
W-—R7- (21) 

BC 

From A ABC 

AR 
— = ctg8;   £C = /?sin8. 
BC 

Expression (21) is rewritten In the form 

tgg--    /?C0S6      ; 
#sin8 + /?, 

or 

ctgi-tge f 
R  cos 6 

Hence 

= (ctg P.-tg 8) cos 8. (22) 

Angle  £  Is a  function  of the angle  6 and associated with the  last  equa* 
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tion in the following manner: 

5 = 90° - a - e, 

where a is defined in terms  of 6 as 

sina= !—cos 6. 
/?, + A 

With consideration  of  (22) we  obtain the expression for RdR 

QdR-B ^Mi+tg'e).^ 
(tge + tfO RK*' ] (23) 

Having substituted (23) into (14), we obtain 

M „ »•/?.*<•/(*.*)(*.-*!) Am (24) 

The total number of meteors  recorded in the narrow sector having 

an angle  of taper A0 

^«wMi.jÄ.aüg- (25) 
m«llB 

where 

£ = W 
(5-1) 

The number of meteors with masses in the interval m , -m.. recorded in mln    1' 

the  sector  L£ ,   is  equal  bo 

N^-BfM«^-^). (26) 

As has been demonstrated in a number of works, the minimum mass of a 

meteor which can be established by means of radar can be represented in 

the form 

where A' in our case is a certain constant; e is the power of the 

threshold signal; R is the slant range; P. is the pulse power of the 

transmitter; G is the field antenna directivity pattern; A is the wave- 

length. 
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Since we are considering the relationship only to the angle 0, 

having denoted 

p*~£- (28) 

we can present m_j_n as 

«•-.--A- (29) 
P(«) 

"-■p«^" (30) 

Function P(0) expresses the relationship of the minimum recorded 

meteoroid mass and the angle 0. Meteors with the least mass m* .  may 

be recorded only at such an angle 0 at which P(0) takes on the maximum 

value. 

Let us substitute (29) into (25): 

/v>ß7(?,8)P(8)'-'</e, (31) 

where 

B'-    B 

Let us select the mass interval m . -m, in such a manner as to 

have the mass m, exceed the least mass m* .  by a factor of n 

""""'-" ""■"Pfflb (32) 

It is clear that m. is not a function of 6  since P(0  ) simply repre- 
X ITluA 

sent  a  number. 

Let us substitute (29) and (32) into (2b) 

^..^-^70,8)^(8)-' --L-P^rfB. (33 j 

The total number of meteors recorded by radar over the entire plane of 

the antenna directivity pattern 

90 ,  , x 

/v* = Ä'f P(8)s-'/(s,e)de. v3^j 
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Fig. 3. The form of the function P(0) for an antenna of the wave-chan. 
nel type. The determination of the integration limits in the case in 

which -.-'■ <*>2 is shown. m' 
mir. 

The number of meteors with masses in the interval from m .  to m,, re- 
mln    i* 

corded over the entire plane of the directivity pattern 

r,  •• 

Am 

P(8)«-' 
,&_' ä£L\/(E,ü)£/0 .. (35) \ P (6)'-'/ & 6) d% -' ££*- I / (5,8) db 

We obtain the integration limit on the basis of the following con- 

siderations. We have to find the number of meteors with masses in the 

interval mmj_n-
mj_- Since the minimum mass recorded by radar is a func- 

tion of 0, the radar can establish meteors of the given minimum mass 

only at angles 0 for which the function P(0) exceeds a certain value. 

For example, if the mass m. is set equal to two least masses m* ,     (n .= 
i min v 

= 2), the integration should be accomplished with respect to the region 

in which P(0) exceeds half its maximum magnitude, It is not difficult 

P(Q)m.x 
to see that P(6) = n.   Figure 3 shows the function P(0) for a nine-ele- 

ment antenna of the wave-channel type and shows the determination of 

the integration limits for the case n = 2. The function P(0) exceeds 

half its value in the Intervals 0a~0b and 0 -0,. These values of the 

angles 0a-0b and 0-6, should be chosen as the Integration limit for 

the determination of N* . 

The integral law of distribution by mass for recorded meteors (the 
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number of meteors  with masses  greater than the  given)  with considera- 

tion cf the  influence  of the antenna directivity pattern  is  obtained  in 

the  form 

90 

/v#-/v;M-fl'\p(er'/(i.B)^- 

r». 
P(0)lr' <* Spirit A 

P(6)'-'/(5,8)rf8 1^11/(5,8)^0 

(36) 

The normed distribution law 

N(m > m,) = 

e, #, 

[ P' (6)-' • /(£. 6) d* - -~ f / (E, 6) db 

oo 
JP' (6)--/ {\, 8)rf6 

(37) 
where p'^) = P(6) 

P(6)m,x 

Discussion of Results 

A comparison of the results for various antennas with patterns 

differing from one another by shape and degree of directivity is of 

great Interest. We considered three cases: 

a) an undirected antenna — a half-wave dipole located at a height 

X/3 above the earth's surface, with a pattern of the form 

G(8)-sln(~*sine); (38) 

b) a slightly directed antenna - an active dipole-reflector system 

positioned at a height X/2 above th< earth's surface, with a pattern of 

the   form 

G(0) =s sin («sin 6) • cos (sin 0 — 1) 
(39) 

c) an acutely directed antenna - "a wave channel," with, nine ele- 

ments, located at a height of I.'JX  above the earth's surface, with a 

pattern of the form (Fig. 4) 
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sinfc^*d(l~cos8)l   /9m 
(6,- L- L sin —Asm 9], 

sin [^-(1- cos 6)]    ^ 
(40) 

where d Is the average distance between the dipoles and n Is the number 

of dipoles. 

However, Expression (27) for the general form of the mass-distribu- 

tion law, with consideration of the influence exerted by the antenna 

directivity pattern, proved to be so complex that even for simple cases 

of slightly directed antennas it was Impossible to carry out the inte- 

gration and obtain a result in elementary functions. As an example let 

us cite the form of the integrand expression in the denominator of Eq. 

(37) for the case of a dipole-reflector antenna system: 

PW~lfM- 
(1+tg!8) (1—tgEtg9)3/2<,-|»-8ln,-I(ic5lne).cosH j(8in«—1) I 

(tg e + tg 5) • cos3'*«-1» 6 tg3«»-6'3») 5 
(41) 

Fig. 4. Directivity pattern in vertical plane of a "wave channel" type 
antenna (nine-element antenna located 7 meters above the ground, X = 
= 4 meters). 

0_ Here the expression p^—JL.   has been transformed with considera 

tion of (39) and (22). Since It was impossible to obtain a result in 

analytical form, the integration was carried out graphically. 
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Fig.   5-   Integrand  func- 
t ion Q(e) = vie)'6-1» 
f(|,0) for a wave chan- 
nel type antenna for 
c _ p 

Fig. 6. Function f(£, 
6)  expressing the area 
AS as a function of the 
angle 6 with considera- 
tion of the earth's 
curvature. 

the same values of s. 

The form of the integrand function 

g(e)=P(6),'-,-/(5,8) for the case of a "wave 

channel" type antenna with s —  2 is given 

in Fig. 5- The integration limits in the 

right-hand part of Eq. (37) were determined 

in accordance with the above-described meth- 

od (Fig. 3). Function f(£, 6),  expressing 

the change in area AS with angle 6  is given 

in Fig. 6. The results of the integration 

for cases a), b) and c) are presented, res- 

pectively, in Figs. 7, 6 and 9. Distribu- 

tion laws were found to account for the in- 

fluence of the antenna directivity pattern 

for three values of _s: s, =1.5; Gp = 2.0; 

3    =  2.5. For purposes of comparison Figs. 

7-9 also show curves of the l/m   type for 

J Ni/n-mi 

Fig. 7. Integral mass-distribution law for the case of an undirected 
antenna with a (half-wave) dipole situated at a height X/i above the 
earth/s surface). The curves for which the exponent in the law of dis- 
tribution is denoted with s* have been plotted with consideration of 
the influence exerted by the directivity pattern. For comparison curves 

of the l/m"  type have been included (these are marked with s). 
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NffTt'/nj 

Fig. 8. Integral distribution law with respect to masses in the case of 
a slightly directed antenna (an active dlpole-reflector system, situa- 
ted at a height X/2 above the earth's surface). 

The observed distribution of radiometeors by mass is presented in 

Fig. 10 in logarithmic scale for various antennas had identical values 

for the exponent s 

\%N{m>mt)=f(\gAL\ (42) 

A study of the derived data leads to the following conclusions. 

1. Distribution by mass of the observed meteors with consideration 

of the influence of the directivity pattern differs from the distribu- 

tion function which actually exists in space. The difference is parti- 

cularly marked in the region of small masses. 

2. Influence of the directivity pattern state is comparatively 

small.. It also appears primarily in the region of small masses. 

3. Cur^e (42) shows a break, whereas the law l/m°" in logarithmic 

scale results in a straight line. 

4. In determining s from the slope of Curve (42), the result that 

is closest to the theoretical is obtained through use of the region of 

great durations (Fig. 10). However, it is also necessary in this case 

to introduce a number of correction factors. 

The results are, in our opinion, explained as follows. 
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Nftri'fnj 

Fig. 9« Integral macs-distribution lav; In the case of an acutely direct 
ed antenna (wave channel, nine-element, situated at a height 1.7^ above 
the earth's surface). 

fyNlm*m.) 

Fig. 10. Integral mass-distribution lav: for the case of various anten- 
nas with a value s = 1.5. a) Wave channel antenna type; b) dipole-re- 
flector system: c) haIf-wave dipole; d) theoretical curve l/mc_1 with- 
out considerate )n of the directivity pattern effect. 

Let us consider Fig. 10. The curve segment in the region of small 

masses will be known as the first region and the curve segment corres- 

ponding to the large masses will bo known as the second region. We will 

investigate the behavior of the curve in each of the regions separately, 

The second region. Let us rewrite Eq. (37) inJthe form 

N [m ;■ nii) -   1 

\ P' b\*-lf [l,b)dO 

1' 10 •'-'/, i,{i)db 



I. 

~ /»»-» to n* 

6 

|>(0)'-'/(U)dG 

(43) 

In (43) the numerator and denominator of the second term In the 

right-hand part differ only by the integration limits which are func- 

tions of the magnitude of the subject minimum mass m.. It Is clear that 

with some sufficiently great magnitude for m. virtually the entire pat- 

tern will sense masses greater than m,. In this case the integration 

limits for the numerator will differ little from the integration limits 

of the denominator, I.e., with sufficiently large m. 

». 

'P'(e)-'/(M)«w 

». 
On the other hand, the numerator f/($,8)</9=*const of the third term of 

». 

the right-hand part of the equation may be considered constant. Conse- 

quently, for values of masses exceeding a certain magnitude m., the 

mass-distribution law is expressed as 

n 

where 

n%-** 

}/(*.'•)■  i rfO 

C = -, 90 
\P'  !)*-'-/(M)<rt 
o 

Thus, in this region the distribution law coincides with that ac- 

tually existing tn space. This serves to explain the fact that the slope 

jf Curve (42) in the second region is close to the slope of the curve 

s 1 
of the l/m  ' type. It may be held that in this region the shape of the 

directivity pattern plays no significant role. 
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The first region. In this region the minimum mass of a met- ,r de- 

pends on the selected direction (more exactly, the minimum mass is me 

function P(0) = G/Fr' ). The second term of Eq. (43) is a variable in 

this case and the nature of Its change Is governed by the shape of the 

directivity pattern. 

As a criterion for the Influence of the directivity pattern we 

have the behavior of the function 

P (6)  ° 

In uhis case, if the function P(0) is a smooth curve and its magnitude 

change- little over the greater part of the interval of change in the 

angle 0   (i.e., the minimum mass of the meteor is a weak function of di- 

rection), the influence of the directivity pattern is comparatively 

small, the bend in Curve (42) is slight and the slopes of the segments 

of Curve (42) in regions I and II differ little from one another. Such 

a case is attained through the use of an acutely directed antenna with 

a single narrow lobe or when a slightly directed antenna exhibits a 

pattern such that G ~ R '  ever the greater portion of the range of 

variations in the angles 0. 

If the magnitude of the function ?{0)  differs markedly as a func- 

tion of G  in a wide range of angles 3   (i.e., the minimum mass is a 

.strong function of direction), the directivity pattern exerts greater 

Influence on the distribution of recorded meteors by mass. This is pos- 

sible in the case of a multllobe directivity pattern, or when P(0) is 

such that it exhibits a shape close to that of a triangle. 

Consequently, it is not su much the width of the directivity pat- 

tern lobe as Its shape which affects the magnitude of the bend and 

slope ot the curve in the first region. 

Until now we have been considering the mass distribution of ub- '3 
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Fig. 11. Integral mass-distribution function.  ) Experimental mass-dis- 
tribution curve (duration-distribution) for the Geminid stream of 8-14 
December i960;  ) theoretical curve with consideration of directivity 
pattern for s = 1.5- 

served meteors. However, it is impossible to measure the mass of a me- 

teor directly. The mas. distribution is generally obtained indirectly -- 

measuring the duration of radiometeors. If we hold that for the transi- 

tional region between the mass of a meteor and the duration of the ra- 

dio reflection there exists a relationship of the type shown in (9), a 

direct comparison of the experimental results with the conclusions 

drawn above becomes possible. 

Figure 11 shows the derived experimental curve log N = f(log T) 

for the i960 Geminid stream. The observations were carried out witn 

wave-channel type antennas with nine elements, situated 7 meters above 

the ground. The operating wavelength of the radar unit was 4.12 meters. 

For purposes of comparison, Fig. 11 shows the theoretical curve log N = 

= f(log m) with consideration of the directivity pattern for a value j.f 

s_ equal to 1.5- 

As can be seen from the figure, the experimental curve for the 

Geminids exhibits two discontinuities - in the region of small and 

great durations. The nature of the discontinuity in the region cf great 

durations was considered in Reference [9] where it is demonstrated that 

tnis discontinuity is a result of the influence of adhesion and recom- 
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bInaLien in persistent trains. 

With regard to the nature of the discontinuity in the region of 

small and Intermediate duration , which is encountered In the majority 

oi experiments [10], no unified viewpoint exists at the present time. 

Some investigators tend to regard th structure of the actual meteor 

stream as responsible for tne discontinuity [11]. Ye. I. Fialko assumes 

that the discontinuity is a result of the varying laturc of the radio- 

wave reflection from the meteor train within varlcis mass ranges for 

meitor particles. 

Pig. 12. Graph showing the .»lope cf the curve log N = f(log m) as a 
function of the true value of the parameter _~. a) Theoretical curve 
without consideration of directivity pattern effect; b) relationship 
for 11th segment of tne curve log N = f(log m) in the case of a wave- 
channel type antenna; c) relationship for the 1st curve segment in L ru 
case of a wave-channel type antenna. 

As follows from Fig. 11, excellent agreement is found between the 

observed and theoretical curves in regions I and II (the slight diver- 

gence between the curves is a result, in all probability, that s - 1.7 

for 1 he Geminids, whereas the theoretical curve has been constructed 

for s = 1.5). It is indicative that the discontinuities of the theoret- 

ical and experimental curves are encountered for virtually Identical 

mass value.; (duration values). Lot u. recall that In the construction 

of the theoretical curve no assumptions with respect to change In the 

structure of the stream or with rospoct to the varying nature of radio- 
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wave reflection in various regions were made. Only the influence of the 

antenna directivity pattern in the vertical plane was taken into con- 

sideration. 

In this connection, we can assume that the appearance of a discon- 

tinuity in the experimental curves log N = f(log T) is a result of the 

influence exerted by the directivity pattern, i.e., purely an equipment 

effect. It goes without saying that for a definitive clarification of 

the nature of the discontinuity in the curve log N = f(log x) in the 

region of small durations a number of special experiments must be car- 

ried out. 

In the general case, with consideration of the antenna directivity 

pattern, the law for meteoroid distribution by mass can be presented in 

the form 

where the coefficient k is a function of s and the type of the antenna 

under consideration. The value of k varies from region I to II. 

Figure 12 shows the empirically derived curves which make it pos- 

sible on the basis of the slope of the observed curve log N(T > T0) = 

= f(log x0) to obtain the true value of s for the meteor stream through 

the use of a wave-channel antenna. For the Geminid stream the value of 

s, determined by means of the Indicated curves in Fig. 12, is equal to 

1.64. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The break in the curve log N(T > TQ) = f(log TQ) in the region 

of small and Intermediate durations may be brought about by the influ- 

ence of the antenna directivity pattern. 

2. The magnitude of the break and the slope of the curve log N(T > 

2 TQ) = f(lcg TQ) in the region of small durations Is determined by the 
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shape and number of directivity pattern lobes. 

3. The shape of the distribution function for trie observed radio- 

meteors by duration in the region of Intermediate and large durations 

close to the state for the actual meteorold distribution function by 

mass. 
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THE PROBLEM OF CLASSIFYING THE SPECTRA OF POLAR AURORAE 

V.l. Ivanchuk, Ye.S. Kurochka 

1. During the period of the International Geophysical Year and the 

International Geophysical Cooperation massive spectrographic studies of 

the emissions of the upper atmosphere were carried out at various geo- 

graphic locations, both within the zone of the polar aurorae, and out- 

side of this zone. Unlike the visual, photographic and radar studies, 

the spectral studies were conducted without a unified and clearly de- 

fined program adapted by all of the investigators. This situation is 

attributed to the specific nature1 of spectral investigations. Limited 

surface brightness ana rapiu changes in polar aurorae results in exten- 

sive averaging of the spectral characteristics of high-atmosphere lumi- 

ne> :ence. The spectrograph exposure time At considerably exceeds, the 

characteristic time x (on the order of several seconds) during which 

the physical conditions in some volume of polar aurora luminescence may 

be regarded as homogeneous. In addition, there is virtually always spa- 

tial, averaging since the dimensions of the homogeneous volumes — I  (on 

the order of several kilometers) are considerably smaller than the vol- 

ume which is cut by the spectrograph having an angle of taper Ap by 

several tens of degree-:. 

The photoelectric and spectrometric method introduced in recent 

1 imes to study emissions of the upper atmosphere makes it poss'ble con- 

siderably .c narrow the limits of At and Ap. however, installal ions of 

this type suffer from a large number of drawback... which are not .or«-.'-out 

in conventional spectrographs of the SP-48 type. These in.c'udo th- low 



resolving power of the spectrometers (-20 Angstrom units) and of the 

electrophDtometers with interference filters whose transmission bands 

are ~100 Angstrom units, as well as the comparatively great spectral 

scanning time (in the spectrometer). This latter situation, strictly 

speaking, results in having the various recorded emissions characteriz- 

ing physical processes which vary as to time. Therefore, a comparison of 

line and band intensities when using the rpectroelectrophotometrlc meth- 

od is frequently unsatisfactory. These remarks, of course do not reduce 

the advantages and prospects for the application of photoelectronic 

methods in the study of emissions from the upper atmosphere. 

The variety and volume of observations resulting from the use of 

conventional spectrographs can, in our opinion, to a certain extent 

offset their primary drawback, i.e., the low space-time "resolution" 

and facilitate . .ie bringing to light not only of general but of "local" 

features of polar aurorae. These features, because of the method by 

which they are obtained, will be more general, i.e., those which are 

necessary to understand the essence of the process without excessive 

detail. 

The results of the spectrometric observations point to the great 

complexity and confusion in the behavior of various polar auroral emis- 

sions. In part this may be a result of the above-mentioned instrumental 

factors. At the same time, we Know from a study of ordinary spectra ob- 

tained spectrographically that the majority of polar auroral emissions 

exhibits simple linear relationships [1, 2]. This "linearity," apparent- 

ly must be referred to the most general quantitative relationships or 

to first approximation, whereas the deviations recorded with photoelec- 

tiical installations must be referred to the second approximation char- 

acterizing special cases and details of the physical processes taking 

place in polar aurorae. 
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A study of spectra at TIksi Bay in accordance with the program of 

the IGY in 1956-1959 confirmed the validity of these thoughts [3J. Ail 

of the spectra, and more than 100 were processed for the region between 

J+7CJ and '.200 Angstrom units, fall within a certain continuous sequence 

in which it is possible to isolate as many as 10 groups-. It developed 

that the position of the spectrum in a given sequence is best charac- 

terized by tv  'atio of the Intensities of two adjacent lines: 

_      />S2T>|SI| 

Th  quantity _s is a unique spectral indicator which is easily determined 

with the naked eye without a detailed photometric processing of the 

spectrum. Discussions regarding the quantitative relationships govern- 

ing the sequence which, to some extent, is analogous to the sequence of 

stellar spectra, led to the conclusion that it may be based on a parame- 

ter such as the effective height of luminescence. 

It would be a good idea to check, and carry out mass comparisons 

and a classification based on spectral matsrials from other stations. 

Various differential features of emission luminescence connected with 

polar aurorae might easily result, and these would be related to geo- 

graphical or geomagnetic coordinates of the points of the points of ob- 

servation for other conditions. 

From the works of Ya.I. Fol'dshteyn [4] it might be assumed liiat 

polar auroras above the polar auroral zone (i.e., at, points wnere I 

> 70°) take place on the average at a considerably greater' height that 

within the limit; of the actual sou* . This hypothesis could easily be 

verified by mass spectral studies at one of the stations above the pol- 

ar auroral zone. 

?..   From the investigations of Gtoermer and his coworkt.rs [h] it 

follows thai r.he lower the luminescence, the brighter i« 1.' ■ ;i th-  iv< v- 
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age. Thus, if our conclusion as to the altitude relationship of the 

spectral sequence is valid, a unique spectrum-brightness relationship 

must exist for the polar aurorae. The hypothetical form of this rela- 

tionship is presented in [3]. The present paper presents quantitative 

estimates of the mean effective brightness (I  ) for a large number of 

spectra based on materials from observation logs in connection with po- 

lar aurorae at Tiksi Bay. The spectra on the basis of which the spec- 

trum-brightness relationship was checked out satisfy the following re- 

quirements : 

a) normal or slight darkening on emulsion; 

b) obtained in excellent transparency conditions or on moonless 

nights; 

c) the "cleanest," i.e., obtained with a minimum number of guided 

polar auroral forms. 

A brightness curve I = l(t) was plotted for each spectrum, within 

the limits of the accuracy provided by observer records. The mean ef- 

fective brightness of the guided forms was computed in the following 

manne r 

f Idt 

where At-, <£ At Is the exposure time which was determined from the curve 

showing the experimentally derived normal blackening in the guiding of 

some averaged form with brightness I as a function of the exposure time 

for the film DN being employed (Fig. l). Through the use of thl~ graph 

it would be possible to eliminate the fainter aurorae from the curve 

I = l(t), where these could have made no contribution to the blackening 

in the given exposure. As a result the very brightest aurorae exerted 

the greatest Influence on the magnitude of I  , and this is actually 

the case. The resulting diagram (Fig. 2) would experience no signifi- 
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cant change without elimination cf the faint aurora--; the entire dia- 

gram would only shift downward into the region of lesser brightnesses. 

0,5 

Fig. 1 

•  5 

I  1 
•  * 

«"  «I 

«  I 

8,      8,      B,      4,      *,      4, 

F1 g c d. • 

Table 1 presents trief excerpts from the observation log for each 

of the investigated spectra and the results of our determination.; of 

the spectral type  on the basis of the classification proposed in [3l* 

and the average brightness I . t. In addition, the beginning of exposure 

and the corresponding times of observation of the most characteristic 

auroral forms are noted, a:; well as their intensity or. a 4-point scale 

which is accurate t.o half a point. A. total of jo spectra were processed 

in this manne!'. The form.; and color1 of the aurorae are indicated in ac- 

cordance with classifications recommended by NIZMlh [6]: 
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CB = sv = svecheniye = luminescence 

fln = dp = diffuznyye pyatna - diffuse spots 

nn = pp = pul'slruyushchiye pyatna = pulsating spots 

Ofl = od = odnorodnyye dugl = homogeneous arcs 

na = pd = pul'slruyushchiye dugi = pulsating arcs 

na = Id = luchistyye dugi = rayed arcs 

OJI = ol = otdel'nyye luchi = Individual rays 

pc = ps = plamennyye siyaniya = flaming aurorae 

H.H. = n.n. = nochnoye nebo = night sky 

K = k = vse siyaniye krasnoye = entire aurora red 

HK = nk = nizhniy kray krasnyy = lower edge red 

BK = vk = siyaniye krasnoye vverkhu = aurora red at top 

3. H $. = z.   & f. = sootvetstvenno zelenyy i floletovyy tsvet 
p.s. = green and violet polar auroral color, 
respectively 

TABLE 1 

Am Hi<Jj»*eMNU it ^        BpeM« HaftjuoncHH«. 
OnncaHHe rHiHpyeMux «pop* n. c. 

• '<P 

3X11   1968   r. 2*30" 21 03 — 22 10 H.H. 
22 30 OA H AH AO  1 
23 00 HI.                            3 

-4,+AT 0.7 

8.XI 1  1958 930 17 55 — 03 24 H.H. N 0.5 

13X11 1958 65 21 27 OA 1 
22 15 - 22 17 AH 3-4 K 

A* 

~At+N 

3.3 

13X11 I9S8 230 

~1T~ 

22*33*-22*55"' «A (»ODOH«) 2   j. 
THA- TO*4K«  CXOMCAeHHH  JiyHffl         ^ 
23 00 — 00 30 N.M.     . 
00 30 — AA (KcpoHi)   2         5 

1.8 

14X11 1968 18 12 - 18 45 es 1 
19 30 — 22 47 H.H. 
23 00 AA 3—4     OMHII   IIMIH*M H 

aptnpH   3—4   nuutpyHS»  HHJK- 
HHA up»»                     O 

00 05 ApanpH 2—3               7 

bt+H W 

16X11 1968 n 21 00 OA 1 
21 30 OA 1 

"a-i 1.0 

16X11 1958 4 

T~ 

01 40 — 02 20 OA 1 
02 40 JIA 1 
03 00 — 05 50 HH. 

A,+AT 0.7 

5.1. 1959 21 39 — 22 03 OA 1 
23 15 — 23 39 o.i    H AH 1—2 

B.+W 1.7 

28.1 1959 30 21 00 OA 1 
21 12 HH 
22 00 OA 1 

Ai 0.7 
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TABLE  1   CONTINUED 

4.11 1959 

1.111  1959 

I III  1959 

LIU  1959 

LIU  1959 

LUI  1959 

LUTT959 

2.111  1959 

291 l< 59 90 

29 I 1959 1 45     | 

31.1  1959 3     j 

1. 11  1959 2 10 

1.11 1959 .    42 

311  1959 65 

3U  1959 55 

4.11  1959 32 

21 00 oa H ,ia 1-2 
2! 40 — 22 00 on 2 
22 15 CA 2-3 
22 20 ja 2-1 

fli 2.0 

22 32   oa 1-2 
22 45 — 23   15 oa 2 
22 20 oa  1-2 

fli 1,8 

23 55 oa .N? H en 1 
00 30 oa 1—2 MHoroHpycHa* 
01 45 a.i  (apanpw)  2—3 
02 00 Jta, oa, an. CB see 1 

8 

9 

10 
umecn 
aa 2-3 

1 

B. 2.0 

19 00 CB 1. oa 1 
21 U CB 1, an ; a »a. 
22 00 oa 1-2 
22 20 oa 1—2 ourrpo  Menu» 
22 30 an   npenpama<Tcn     B 

(jrpanpii) 

0.9 

20 45 oa 1—2 
20 50 oa " oa 2 
21 00 — 21 50 CB 1—15 H H.H. 

Bi 1.6 

22 15 JiA (Kopona)   2-3   run 
o6pa30BaHH«                "j 

22 37 :;a npeBpawaPTCM B C» 
22 47 aa (Kopona) 2—3 

* 
C- 

13 

K 

pKMf 

it- 
nnl 5 

By-2 2.8 

19 22 oa H via 1 
19 49 ca pacnaaacTcH  «a oa 
19 54 Kopowa l               - i. 

At 1.0 

g«20» 

20 

19 55 CB i 
20 00 — 21 05 oa 1 — 15, na,  H   oa 
22 20 .n M CB  ! 

i9 25 .1.1 2—1 H na HK 
19 35 aa 1—5 -    2 HK rHaiipyeTCH 

HM*HHH Kpaü 

"3- 

45 
Jü- 

25 

19 50 aa H .141 no 2, ay mi K. noiTH AO 
3fHHTa,      BHH3y   3..   THA   MHJKHHfl 
Kpati ]_7 

19 57 aa ao 3 
20 10 a.: \ MCHLI I.ICTCH ao 1   I - 
20  Hi c.iaC)OP  CB -1 

21  15 aa 1 n an 1 
21 17 rn H na JO 1, an 1 
22 10 - 22 50 an u oa 1 
23 00 - 23 06 aa 1.5—1 

23 23 — 23 30 aa (apanpH)   3    HH* 
HIIA Kpafl K — 4> OQ 

23 30 aa (Apanpii) ao 2 ^, 

40 23 50 aa, na (KOPOHü)   2—3 HK      ] l\ 
00 00 nn 1—1.5 (ny.n.cHpyiomaji    rVi 

Kopona) 
00 20 tin H V.;\ 1 

/»• 

'3-2 

'2-1 

ß, 

1.2 

2,3 

1.8 

1.2 

2.5 

2 30    130 30  - 01  10 na H aa   1-2     (KOPO- 
na) 

01   40  H.H 
ol 50      03 00 Kopona,  nyabcauHH 

ßo.ibuoro ncpnoaa 2"^ 
21 43 aa 3—4 (apanpH), npenpauia 
0I, IOTCH B no.lhi>3k)UiHP apanpH, w 
'   f     2   3-4 Hip 

15 

AB + N 

lh 

1.7 

i. . 

3.5 
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TABLE 1  CONTINUED 

1 
9 

21 50 .in 3—4 no.ibix   KopoHa   (nc)   - 
21 58 r,c yMUbuiaeTc« AO 2     26 

> 

4.111 1959 40 20 12 JIA 2—3 cnhpuJieoöpasHaa   H         fl, — A% 

Jin 2                               27 
20 52 M M .in 2 THA.  HHWHHA icpafi " • 

23 

4111 1959 
• 

37 20 56 .ifl 2 (MHoroiipycHaii)   rttA.     2 
KHWHHA xpafl                  30 

21 00 JIA  2 C    ABHWyiUKMMm     BO.TH3MH 

)  fi2-l 2.0 

4.111 1959 2 21 34 JIA 1-2. r3 1 
23 20 An i 

^j_2 1.2 

4. 111. 1959 1.15 23.42 .in. 1.5 cnHpaJieoGpast» .an H CB 
1   H. H.                               3~ 

~~3r 

1.0 

4.111 1959 55 02 00 Jin K JIA 2 
02 35 JJA npespaiaaerca    ■ nc c  6e 

ryuiHM «XHAepoM»             32 
02 50 CB 1 

13 

Mil 1959 40 22 50 r.t 2—3 (MHoronpycHa«)    33 
23 00 JIA 1—2 pacceHBaeTC»        _ , 
23 30 OA 1. CB 1                          34 

*2-. 1.7 

5111 1959 1*35* 

Mil 1959 

9.111 1959 

9111 1959 

9111 1959 

23 36 AMttyuiue noaocn 1.6 
00 25 JIA (nojiocu)  1 H H.H. 
00 50 Jia 1.5 (BOJIOKHHCTBB) 

35 
36 
•2 7 

37 01 00 JIA 1.5 (BonoKNMcraa) 
CB I, Jin 1—2 M jiA 1.5 

03 00 H«. 
03 30 CB iBonoicHHCToe) 1—2 no tee- 

ny He6y 3g 
00 03 

20 
25 

28 
37 

oJi M on Ao 2 B sewne      0 _ 
jiA 2 39 
.ia B KopoHy 3—4 MK — a mi. 
HHKHHH   upaft 40 
KopoHa AO 1—2 -\h 

BOjrRaMM xopoHa c 6ery«iHMH 
2-3 -hi- 

00 50 CB 1 
01 05 JiA M Jin 1 — 1.5 
02 10 on npeBpauiaerca B nopony 

1-1.5 42 
02 25 JiA H OA 1 
03 20 on I   

03 25 
04 08 
P4 30 

Jin I 
OA I 
an M CB I 

At+N »3 

i4,+/V ».5 

B, If 

Aj_2 lj~ 

A, 1.0 

l) Data of observation; 2) observation time. Description of guided po- 
lar auroral forms; 3) 22:30 od & Id to 1; 4) 22:33-22:55 Id (cc:-ona) 2 
guided point of ray convergence; 5) 00:30 Id (corona) 2; 6) 23:00_ld 

'  mobile and draperies 3-4 lower edc;e guided; 7) 00:0^> dra- 
5) 00:30 od 1-2 multilevel; 9) 01:45 Id (draperies) 2-3; 
1-2 rapidly changing; 11) 22:30 lp turns into Id 2-3 (dra- 
22:15 Id (corona) 2-3 bright formations guided; 13) 22:37 
sv: 14) 22:47 Id (corona) 2-3; 15) 19:49 od decays into 

3-4 extreme1; 
peries 2-3; < 
10) 22:20 od 
peries); 12) 
Id turns into ov, x-r, «-«-.-n a.« ^^w.«*, <--.Jf   -^,  ^?.^>   . . .  ., 
ol and lp; 16) 19:35 Id 1-5-2 nk lower edge guided; 17) 19':50 Id and lp 
to 2, rays k virtually to zenith, underneath z, lower edge guided; 18) 
20:10 Id reduces to 1; 19) 20:10 faint sv; 20) 23:23-23:30 Id (draper- 
ies) 3 ""ower edge k-f; 21) 23:30 Id (draperies) to 2; __, ,, ,„  _0_ .. _, _, ...,„.,. ... , _r  ,, ..... .., 22) 00:00 Id 1-1.5 
(pulsating corona); 23) 01:50-03:00 corona, with pulsation of large 
period; 24) 21:43 Id 3-4 (draperies), turning into flaming draperies, 
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ps 2-3-4 nf: 25) 21:50 Id 3-4 flaming corona (ps); 26) 21:58 ps reducer, 
to 2; 27) 20:12 Id 2-3 spiral & Ip 2: 28) 20:52 Id & lp 2, lower boraer 
guided; 29) 20:56 Id 2 (multilevel), lower border guided; 30) 21:00 id 
2 with waver in motion; 31) 23:42 lp 1.5 spiral dp & sv 1 n.n.; 32) 
02:35 Id turns Into ps with a running "leader"; 33) 22-50; id 2-3 (mul- 
tilevel); 34) 23:00 Id 1-2 scatters; 35) 23:36 diffuse bands 1.5; 36) 
00:25 Id (bands) 1 and n.n.; 37) 00:50 Id 1.5 (fibrous); 38) 03:30 sv 
(fibrous) 1-2 over the entire sky; 39) 00:03 ol and op up to 2 at zen- 
ith; 40) 00:25 Id into corona 3-4 nk - z,   lower bord ,-r guided; 4l) 00:37 
corona with traveling waves 2-3; 42) 02:10 op turns into corona 1-1.5. 

As can be seen from the tables and Fig. 2,   the assumption as to 

the existence of a relationship between spectral type and polar auroral 

brightness is confirmed. The spectra of the type B low-altitude polar 

aurora exhibit great brightnesses 2-3-4. The high-altitude aurorae of 

type A en the average diminish in brightness to the N of the night sky 

which we assume to be 0.5- For type A aurorae there exists a branch in- 

to a region of greater brightness 2-3« All these aurorae were recorded 

by observers as being red on the top (vk). These are noted in the figure 

witri ^olid circles. 

For a further refinement of the form of the spectrum-brightness 

diagram not only are mass investigations at various point-s around the 

terrestrial globe required, expansion of the classification for other 

spectral regions, but also a recording of brightness or polar auroral 

luminosity in parallel with the survey by means of more objective pho- 

tograpnic or photoelectric methods. 

!U:rh,rihi>iCrJt, 

Yu.I. 3-al'perin. Spektral'nyye elektrofotometricheskiye i 

r?diolokatsionnyye issledovaniya polyarnykh siyaniy i svech- 

eniya noennogc ntba [Spectra] Electrophotonetric and Radar 

Investigation:; of Polar Aurora*-- and Night-sky Luminosity] 

No. 1, 7, 1959- 
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2. V.3. Prokudina, Ibid., No. 2, 68, i960. 

3. V.l. Ivanchuk. Sbornik rabot KGÜ po MGG [Collection o£  Works 

from Kiev State University on the IGY], No. 1. 

4. Ya.I. Fel'dshteyn. Issledovaniya polyarnykh siyanly [investi- 

gations of Polar Aurorae], No. 4, 6l, i960. 

5. C. Stoermer, The Polar Aurorae, 1955. 

6. Informatsionnyy sbornik MGG [informational Bulletin on the 

IGY], No. 3, 74, 1957. 
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ON THE POSSIBILITIES GF ELEMENTARY MOLECULAR AND ATOMIC IONIZATION 

AND DISSOCIATION PROCESSES IN POLAR AURORAE OWING TO HYDROGEN AND 

HELIUM IONS FROM THE SUN 

V.l. Cherednlchenko 

As has been demonstrated in recent experimental works [l] and [2], 

trie effectiveness cf oxygen and nitrogen molecular ionization and dis- 

sociation processes due to protons and the heavier ions is considerably 

greater than the effectiveness of the identical processes under condi- 

tions cf electro1" bombardment. It is therefore of definite interest to 

examine the elementary processes cf interaction between heavy solar 

corpuscles and the molecules and atoms present in the terrestrial atmo- 

sphere. The presence of hydrogen iurio in the solar corpuscular streams 

is now a solidly established fact. With regard to the presence of hel- 

ium ions in the corpuscular streams, we have but a comparatively limit- 

ed number of data available. Fcr tH. moment tnere is the single direct 

observed emission cf neutral helium in the polar aurorae. In the spec- 

trum of a powerful polar aurora observed in February 1958 at Zvenigorod 

there were found the intense infrared lines of helium He I X =  10830 

Angstrom units [3] and of ionized atomic nitrogen N II X = 5004 and 

568O Angstrom units,. The last lines wer«, also observed by Meinel [5] 

r - 1 -4 [bj in bombardment of air at a pressure P = 10  mm Hg with helium ions 

Helll. D. Bates [7] and I.S. Shklovskiy [5]   suggested the possible pres- 

ence of helium emission in the polar aurorae. In the opinion 'of Profes- 

sor V.l. Krasovskiy [M, the absence of hydrogen emission in some polar 

aurorae point., to the penetration of corpuscular streams, consisting of 
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helium ions into the terrestrial atmosphere. 

There was considerable Interest in the determination of the prob- 

ability of various processes converting the molecules Np, Op, HpO and 

their decay products on bombardment with hydrogen and helium Ions He 

and He++ from the corpuscular streams. 

The maximum effective cross sections for these processes were com- 

puted on the basis of the following empirical formulas [9, 10]: 

1. For the process of molecular dissociation by ion Impact without 

formation of ionized products of decay: 

where a is the gaskinetic cross section of the dissociated molecule: 
g 

u_ is the excitation energy of the electron level of the dissociated a 

molecule closest to the boundary of dissociation; u~ is the dissocia- 

tion energy. The difference u - uQ in Formula (l) is taken as an abso- 

lute quantity. 

2. For the process of molecular dissociation by ion impact with 

formation of ionized decay products: 

^.Ij^f.«,^^)^ (cm2), 
\l"o-"il/   \ !«• — «»!/ 

(2) 

where z is the number of electrons in the ionized decay products; u, is 

the ionization energy of the ionized decay product in neutral state; uQ 

is the dissociation energy of the molecule. 

However, if the ionized molecule is subjected to a dissociation 

process, z represents the number of electrons of the dissociated mole- 

cule (in the neutral state); u-, is the ionization energy of the disso- 

ciated molecule in the neutral state; uQ is the minimum energy required 

for the given process. 

In the case of a singly ionized molecule or atom by means of ion 
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impact z represents the number cf electrons of the ionized molecule (or 

atom); u~ gives the ionization energy; u, = 0. 

For a process of double ionization z represents the number of elec- 

trons ir. the ionized molecule; u0 - u, = u. is the potential of single 

ionization; uQ is the potential cf double ionization. 

3- For the process of molecular charge transfer with simultaneous 

molecular dissociation: 

_ 5,3.10-"» 
3* "" u]• 11 + ) 'Aw• (9 -i.Y]' ^3 ' 

whore u. is the molecular dissociation energy; Aw is the difference be- 

tween the energy of ion neutralization (in electronvolts) and the dis- 

sociation energy; z, is the number of molecular valence electrons. 

For the process cf nonresonant charge transfer the effective sec- 

tion may alsc be found with Formula (3). However, in this case u. is 

the ionization energy for the atom or molecule subject to charge trans- 

fer; Aw is the difference between the ionization energy for the mole- 

cule or atom and the energy of ion neutralization; z, is the number of 

valence electrons for the atoms or molecules subject to charge transfer. 

The values of a, computed with Formulas (1), (2) and (3) are the 

maximum values for the effective sections of the corresponding processes 

at ion energies of the order of 1-10 kev [9]. 

Relationships (l), (2) and (3) are empirical. They were derived by 

the author in 1955 [9),   [10] on the basis of qualitatively  .leoretical 

position regarding the processes of ionization, dissociation and charge 

transfer [11], [12], and an analy. is of extensive experimental material 

pertaining to these processes [9]. In in majority of cases the diver- 

gence between the experimental value and that computed for the ion en- 

ergies of 1-10 kev aid not excei i +10>J of the measured mrgnJtude [9]. 

In recent years the Leningrad Physics and Engineering Institute 
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has been doing work on measuring the effective sections of lonlzation 

and dissociation charge transfers for nitrogen and oxygen molecules at 

-4 
an air pressure in a collision chamber of 1.5*10  mm Hg and an energy 

of 1-5 kev for the colliding ions [1, 2, 13, 14]. The measurement areas 

amounted to no more than +12$ of the measured magnitude. It is inter- 

esting to note that the effective cross sections derived on the basis 

of Relationships (1-3) were in good agreement with experimental data 

[1, 2, 13, 14]. 

Is it possible for heavy particles of the corpuscular stream to 

penetrate the polar auroral zone? As we know, 95$ of the polar aurorae 

occur at heights between 110 and 120 km, where the particle concentra- 

12  -^ tion is n = 5*10  cm , and the height of the homogeneous atmosphere 

is H = 10 cm. Thus It would seem that protons from the corpuscular 
Q 

stream moving at a velocity v = 10 cm/sec and consequently exhibiting 

an energy of E = 5 kev could not possibly penetrate the polar auroral 

zone. However, I.S. Shklovskiy indicated an extremely effective mechan- 

ism for the penetration of protons Into the polar auroral zone as far 

back as 1951 [15]« This is the mechanism of charge transfer between pro- 

tons and oxygen atoms: 

H+-f O-H-f Q+~0,02 ev 

Because of the low energy of this process AE = 0.02 ev is virtual- 

ly resonant. The effective cross section of this process for the proton 

-15 energy of E = 5 kev amounts to a = 10 ^  cm. In this case the proton, 

in its motion through the polar auroral zone, loses energy E-, = H«naAE = 
_i- 

= 100 ev = 0.1 kev, I.e., a negligibly small portion of its total ener- 

gy. From this example we see that the protons of the corpuscular 

streams can reach the polar auroral zones. 

It Is also characteristic that the corpuscular mechanisms for the 

excitation of polar aurorae make It possible in individual cases to ex- 
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plain the Intensities of the majority of polar auroral emission:; [l6J. 

There are also arguments In favor of she content.Un thaL th.- reac- 

tions computed in Tables 1-9 proceed under the action of direct corpus- 

cular solar radiation. It ha:: been observed +hat when a small quantity 

of hydrogen is introduced into a discharge tube containing oxygen at a 

pressure of 1 mm Hg, a noticeable intensification of the green oxygen 

line X 5577 Angstrom units Is noted in the spectrum of the discharge 

simultaneously with an intensification of the H and H0 hydrogen lines 

[17]• In a number of cases this correlation Is found in polar aurorae 

[is1. In the same discharge tube containing nitrogen with an admixture 

of helium at a pressure of 0.01 mm Hg, the discharge spectrum shov:ed 

infrared Meinel bands A*n—X*l*   of the N* ion and the first positive 

system of #3/7__/pS* bands of an N0 molecule with an Intensity distribu- 

tion similar to the distribution of intensities in the spectrum of the 

polar aurorae [19]. In the opinion of the well-known polar-aurorae in- 

vestigator — Bates [20] - th' N.-j und IJ0 bands in the polar aurorae can 

be effectively excited by impact of solar protons. Thus there is a 

strong basis for the contention that the heavy particles of the corpus- 

cular stream:: ar: respon. lb1* :\ ■ th excitation of tn<    primary polar 

auroral emissions, 

Th.   various processes for the conversion cf G-,, N0 and Ho0 rr.ole- 

cules when bombarded with heavy corpuscular-stream part: ich s were ex- 

amined on trie basis of :■;• latioru.hips (1-3). The results of these calcu- 

lations are presented in 1 •:. !   1-0. 

The follow'*:: diagrams of "lie rr.es 1 probable molecular cor.versions 

f 3r nitrogen, oxygen and *.: ,;a   er Lr. 'he terrestrial atmosphere were 

constructed o. ' he basis of 1 :.e   'alles for Hit   interact io; tetwnen 

these ar;d the hydrogen and helium ions of the corpuscular streams (Fig. 

1-5). 
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Fig. 1. Diagram snowing the most probable conversions of nitrogen mole. 
cules under the action of hydrogen and helium ions from solar corpuscu- 
lar streams. 

TABLE 1 

Processes of Nitrogen-Molecule Conversion Under the 
Action of the Hydrogen Ions from Corpuscular Strear.c 

J* npo- 
ueccoB 

1 

1 

10 

II 
12 

13 

14 

Cxena npouecca 
s       (CM1 ) 

N, + H+-*-N+4-N + e + H+-24.3 a» 

N, + H+ -*■ N + N + + H - 10.7 aa 

N, + H + N+ e + H+ —15,6 M 

N, + H+ -+ N2
++ + 2e + H+ - 49,5 M 

1.1  10 -IT 

8,6-10"" 
2,7.10"X6 

N,+ H+ -+N.+ + H 

N, + H+ -* N + N + H+ -9,76M 

6,8 10 -18 

4,5-10 -H 

1.1.10 -17 

N,+ H+ N2
++ 4-e + H- -3636 

N|+H+-*-N + N+ + H+ — 8,72 M 

N2
+ + H+-*N+ + N+ + e-(-H+-23,3a« 

N,+ +H+-*N++N+ + H-9.7« 

N +H
+
-*N

++
T2« + H

+
-«.9»' 

N +H+-»-N + + + , + H-30.4M 

N + H+-*N+ + H 
N + H+ -*> N+ + t + H+ - 14.5M 

8.2-10" 

1.8-10-16 

8,1-10  18 

8.7-10 l« 

4.110 -18 

5.7-10 —17 

8.4.10 l« 

1.3 10 ,-»• 

1) Process number; 2) process^ reactions; 3) effec- 
tive cross section, a (cm<-). 3B = ev = electron- 
„„if Met A volt. 

An examination of the processes of interaction between solar cor- 

puscles and the molecules of the terrestrial atmosphere shown that the 
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TABLE 2 

FIT T-.-.ne.' of Nit rufen -Mr 1 >- culo Conversion Und' r the 
Action of Kellum Ions He+ from Corpuscular Streams 

UICCDB 
i.nemi npotiecca 

9<|)<t)eKTHHH0e    rp'lfMHf 
9m„ ('■*') 

15 

lb 

18 

19 

20 

21 

N, + H«*+ -* N* + N + P 4 Hc+ - 24,3.»« 

N, + He+ -»Nj4" + crHe*- 15,b'* 

N,+ He4 -*N* + He 

N, 4 Me* -* N2
f * 4 *• 4 He - 25 m 

N* f He4       N*  • N+ + He - 1,1» 

N + He* -» N4" 4 He 

1.1  10" 

"9.5-10 -14 

2,7-10 — 10 

2.4-10—,fi 

~Z9-KF!f: 

2.3-10- 

3.1.10' -16 

l) Process number; 2) process reactions; 3) effec- 
tive cross section, a   (cm2).   = ev = electron- 

, , ' max '   ' volt. 

TABLE 3 

Processes of Conversion for Nitrogen Molecules Un- 
der the Action of Helium Ions He"1"  from Corpuscular 
Streams 

>* npo- 
uecroB C*eMn  nnouecca 

_22_ 

23 

24 

25 

26 

2/ 

28 

N, + He44 -* N 4-N4- + He* + 29,9?« 

N,4- Me4; *_-* N l + N * 4- He - •'9.9 j« 

Ni+ He++ -* N2
++~+ He + 29^2 ?a  

N, f- He4"* -*> >;  4 He4" 4 38.=»« 

29 
30 

N, 4 He* + -*■ N2*" * 4 r 4 He+ -r 20.3 .»« 

JVf He+_+ -» N* + N*~+Hef + M.o77 
N, f He* * — N; * 4-He '   r 39.7.»« 

N ->- He4"* -* N * + 4- ,> 4 He' 4-10.'! »* 

N 4 He++ -* N " "   *- He 4 34,^ »« 

3(t><Ji CKTiinHoe   ceieHiie 

«mixt"»*) 

3,4 

1,9 

1,1 

3,1 

7,9 

10" 

10" 

ur 
10" 

l: 

17 

17 

-17 

10" -17 

3,8 10" 17 

2,8 10" -i7 

3.510-,fl 

3,1-10 ■IT 

1)   Pr poce number; \ p r c c e 
tive   cross     action,   a (cm.-). -, , max     ' volt. 

r'actions; 3) °ffec 
•v = electrun- 

following  processes   are   l:;t   rr.osi   pro:. aLle:   charre   i raisS'-i1;   o.iarye 

transfer w'th dissociation;   a..d   c ha rye   transfer with   Lor. I zai.ion.   This 

fact   was   confirmed  experimentally 'so  work.;   of   II'In   [2,   l]. 

Despi: •:      .t   i'ac    ■ ;.a*    t h-    noi ' <n    Loss  ile'   and  II     ' ,   appare' 'I.,', 

are  present   in   the   corpuscular  streams    _r.  cons iderabl;.   smaller quant It 

\ 4 4 r- 
than nydrogen ions (o) in a number of processes, for be  and Ho  . as 
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing most probable conversions of oxygen molecules 
under the action of hydrogen and helium ions from solar corpuscular 
streams. 

TABLE 4 

Molecular Conversion Processes for Oxygen Under the 
Action of Hydrogen Ions from Corpuscular Streams 

M npo- 
neccoB 

31 
32 

33 

34 
33 
36 
37 
38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 
47 

48 

Oeua npouecca 

0,4-H+-*0-l-04-H+- 5.08 3« 
0,+ H + -0 + 0('D) + H + - 7.04 3« 

0.+ H + -o; + e+ H+- 12.2 J« 

0, + H+ -0+ + H 

0. + H + -*cr -nO-f-f-t-H" • - 19,2 3« 

0.+ H + -*o+ 
-f 0 + H - 5. 2 36            * 

0,+ H + -+0 + + 0('S) + H - 9,24 9$ 
0, + H- -+G+ 4 Ü('D) + H — 7.04 a» 
02

+ + H4 -o< - + 0+ + H- •6,58 3« 

02
+ + H^ -*0 + 0+ + H+- • 6,48 38 

0. + H + -*02
+ + + 2e + H+- -503« 

0. + H+ 02
++ +e + H -36,5 3« 

0,+ H+-«-0 + t 0 + + 2P + H+-32,3 3« 
02

+ + H+ - Oj+ * + H - 24,3 3« 

0 + H+-*0+ + e + H+ - 13.63« 

0 + H+-*0+ + + « + H-34.93« 

0 + H+-*-0++ + 2« + H+- 48,43« 

34><£eKTHBHoe  ceieiiHe 
am.« (CM*) 

1,2.10 ,-18 

7.1.10"18 

3.1.10—1C 

9.8-10-'1 

"2.~2Tio~ir 

2.8.10-14 

1,2-10 

1.6-10 

-lj 

r-15 

1.7.10" 

2,5-10 -it; 

1,3-10 -18 

3,4. 10' -17 

1.3- 10" -19 

3.1 io- -17 

1.7. 10" -15 

1.5 10" -18 

3.8. 10" -17 

1.3-10 -18 

l) Process number; 2) process i 
tive cross section, o   (ever). ,. ' max v   ' 

reactions; 3) effec- 
3B = ev electron- 

volt. 
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TABLE 5 

Mel' cular Conversion rroc« r.s< s for Oxygen Uiv> r the 
Action of Helium luns He"* from Corpuscular Streams 

56 O + He* -»O*4 + *4 He —23.9 n 

npoucc-' 
COB 

o CxeMa npcuccca 3A^eKTHnnoe  ce><?HHe 
3  «w., (™7) 

49 0? -f- He* -*0,* 4- Me + 12,-3 36 

Oj 4- He* -* 0" -f O + He 4- 5.3 se 

4-10-" 

50 1.8-10—" 

51 0» + He*-^0* j-0('D ) + He +3.8 3e 3,3-10_1 '■' 

52 Oj + He*-*•()* +0 ('S) 4- Hr * 1,6 3a 

Oj + He* -*• 02** + e 4- He - 25.5 w 

i       0, 4- He* -* 0*  f 0* + He + 4 a« 

1.8-10-11 

53 2,5-10-" 

54 3-10-15 

55 |       0 + He* -*■ 0* + lie + 10.9 .*e 4,9. MT" 

3,4.10-' 

l) Process number; 2) process reactions; 3) effec- 
tive cross section, a   (cm-). 3B = ev = electron- , . '  max 
volt. 

TABLE 6 

Molecular Conversion Prcc< 
Action of Helium Ions He+ 

sses for Oxygen Under the 
from Corpuscular Streams 

M   1 
npouec- 

COB 
CxeMa npouecca 34>4>eKTHBHce ceqeHHe 

3    3mSJ    (CM') 

57_ 

"58 

^59" 

50 

61 
62 

_63_ 

64~ 

65 

0,4-He** -*-C)jTt -f He -• 28.7 sa 

0, 4- He1 * -* o2- 4- He* 4 ■12.0 3fl 

0; 4 He** ■* 0* 4-0-1 H * 4- 35,0 

4- He* ► 31.3 o2 4- He** -+ 0* -t-0 ('S) 90 

0, + He** -*• ' 
%t 

* 0 CD) f- He* + 33.3 3a 

1,6-10—l7 

M-10~,6_ 
-n~ 4.0-10 

4,6-10- 

_9}"LH?!*__:()»+++''f H(T f 42 33_ 
0,* -f He** -» O*  - 0*  -  He* J-34,1 3a_ 

<V 4- He**'-*-02** f He* *  10 4 JH 

O -f H.»r* -* O + + + He *- 30,3 a« * 

66 

67 
0 4- Hc*J» - O*  t-He* ,   '0.3 w 

O 4- He** -*• ()'■ *  I- * i   He1- 4- 5,8 ■■»« 

4,2-IQ-'7 

1,8.1Q-1S 

3,8.10~17 

i,2TTo~lr 

_4,5.I(T1T" 

4.4-IQ-17 

1,210—14 

l)   Process  number;   2)  process  reactions;   3)  effec- 
tive  cross  section,   a (cm^).   TJE = ev = electron 
}1 I J Os .1 ». .1. 

Indicated by the conversion diayran.^, the effective cross sections 

exceed the gaskinetic cruss seci Lor.s i.t, one, two and In certain case^ 

three orders of may;  n;de.   <. i" :'cro , the helium ions ii--+ and H< ++ to- 

gether with the hydrogen Lo-.s \\     In the corpuscular s reams may play an 

important role in tne dlss^cIai .on of  . .e nitrogen, oxygen and water 
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Fig. 3'  Diagram of most probable conversioras for Hp0 molecules under 

+ <- 
the action of hydrogen ions H from solar corpuscular streams. 

TABLE 7 

Molecular Conversion Processes for Ho0 Under the 

Action of Hydrogen Ions from Corpuscular Streams 

npmec- 
COB 

68 

69 
70 
71 
72 

CxeMa nponecca 94><beKTHBiioe ceieHHe 
3 (CMT) 

H,0 + H + -*H,0+ + H 

H,0 + H + -*H, + 0+ + e + H*- - 18 5 a« 

H,0 + H+ -*OH 4 H+ + > + H+- -18,9?« 

H,0 + H+ -*OH* + H + # + H* -18,93« 

H§0 4-H+->OH + H-9M 

-15 1,3-10 
~l72 10-,f 

2.4.10 -ip 

1,5-Kr1' 
9.1-lO-11 

73 
/4 

lb 
76 
77 

7« 

79 

H.Q -I- H+-» H«4-Pf *H = a,l *» 
HO + H >"-+ H; + O 4- H — 7.3 s» 

II,OT H*-* H t "' +b('D)-25j* 
H|Ö'+ iV      H -t- H+ 4- 0 ( S) - 27 M 

'*&-- '±  : 
Hjb + H^-» 
H,0 + +H + 

a.0.10 ■'• 
1,6-ur 
1.110 

7,5-10 

it 

-if 

80 

84 

85 
86 

">H + Hf+H- 5,4 3B 

01f +2H-5.4 3» 

*(,+ +H, + H + — 6 38 

♦ 0+ + H2
+ 4- H - 8,3 a. 

-»•0 + H2
+ +H+- - b,2 3» 

\\p+ + H + 

HtO + + Hf 

H,0 +  f H +"-* OH+ f H f H + -6.3/« 

JH,0+ 4-H+-*OH + 4- H* + H—_M»!_ 
1H,ö+ + H + -»OH + H*+ H+ — 6 3» 
H,lT  •  H+ -* O* + H -f- H+ -t H - 10.5J« 
OH+ h* -*OH* +e 4- H* —13.8M 

2.610-1- 

2,2J_10^4_ 

2.8-1Ö-" 

4,6-10-1"' 

1,9-10 

2,2-10 

-l« 

2,2-10 

1,2-10 

it 

—15 

1.7-10 -i« 
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87 
HS 

_89_ 

90~ 
91 

_,  0H+ M+ -»OH* 1  H 
OH -t- H* -* OfDj ftl'j H — 6.4 *« 

UM + H* -*ü* 4- H + *+ H' - 18 Ji 

_OH + H+-»0+
tH + H- 18.1 »•  

OH*   1  H* -*ü+ 4- H* + M -4,2J« 

1,6- lcr10 

2.7-10-'' 
  

6.4-1U"1- 

4,1.10"M 

4,8.10'" 

1) Process number; 2) process reactions; 3) effec- 
tive cross section, a   (cm-), SB = ev = electron- 

'  max 
volt. 

Fig. 4. Diagram of most probable molecular convert'one for HpO under 
the action of helium ion. He4" from solar corpuscular streams. 

TABLE 8 

Molecular Conversion 
Act ten of Helium Tcr; 

for Ho0 Under 
;rpr.scula: 

M  1 
npouec- 

roB 

1 

2 

3<t>(j)eKTMBHoe reieHHe 

3  '„,«<"-'> 

92 H,0+ He" -*-H,0+ 4- He 4- 11,9.9« 4,7.!0~" 

93 H,0 f He* -+ H*   f O + He 4- 3,7.9-» 4.3.10—,s 

94 11,0 + He * -* H, 4- O * + He 4- 5,9 9« 1,8.iO1, 

95 H.O +- He* -* H 4  H* +0+ He  ♦   1,5j« 

H,() + He* -*2H 4- O* 4- He 4- I.6.?«* 

11,0* 4 He' -- M; 4-0*-4-  He -t- 2,7 j« 

2.2.10-1- 
96 2.2- 10~U 

97 7.0-10-16 

98 H30 f He* - lit  t - O*   * -   (- He —9,9.9« 7,1.10-" 

99 Ha0* J   He* -* H,/ -i  II 4 O-t  He —3.5M 4,3-10-1'' 

100 OH  i- He" -v OH*   •   He  »   H',7 >« 4.2.10-" 
101 OH 4- He* — O*   1   ||   .   lie  t 6,5 <« 1.510-'' 
10? OH   *   He*     ► 0 +- H '    ,   He 4- 6,6 ^ 3,7.10"1' 
103 0|| 4- He'    - O('.S) + H '   f Me   •   10,8 »a 6.2-10-18 

104 OH 4- He* -* O CO)  - H * -t  He 4 8,K »« 

OH* 4- He * -* 0*   i- H * 4- He 4 6.8 9« 

1,'MO"1' 

105 1.2-10-" 
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106 

107 

108 

HjO+ + Hc+-»H+ + H + +0''-+*+He-)3j« 

0H + He* -+0+ + H+ +e + He — 7,0i» 

K,0 + He* -+ OH + 0+ + He - 8.1 ?• 

4.6 10-1* 

2.0-10 -m 

6.3-10 -it 

l) Process n 
tlve cross s 
volt. 

lumber; 2) process reactions; 3) effee- 
section, a   (cm2). 3B = ev « electron- max 

Fig. 5. Diagram of most probable conversions of H20 molecules under the 
action of helium ions He*"1" from solar corpuscular streams. 

TABLE 9 

Molecular Conversion Processes for Hp0 Under the 
Action of Helium Ions He4"*" from Corpuscular Streams 

1 
Nk npo- 
uecco» 

CXCMS npoaetca 
2 

3())4)eKTHBHoe feneHHe 
3   «w (c**> 

109 H,0 + He+ + -*• H, + 0+ + * He - 25.3 ■>« 6,1 10-16 

110 HtO+He + +-«-H2
f + 0+ + He + 44,3 9$ 2.4-10-17 

111 H,0+ + He++ -*■ H, + 0++ + He+ -2,4 at 

OH + He++ -* H + 0 + + + He + 25,9 a» 

6r IC-15 

112 5,8-10-17 

113 OH+ + He+ + -*> H + 0++ + He+ - 15.2 sa 1.7-10—l6 

114 H,0+ + He++ ->H2
++ + O + He+ + 11,8 3» 2.7-10~16 

115 H,0+ + He++ — H2
++ + 0 + + He + 22.7 M 6.5-10-17 

116 HfO+t- He++-*-H2
+ + + 0 ++<>+He + -!,8 3« i.i-io-14 

117 H,0 + He++-* H+ + H + 0* + +*+He-7.3*» 6,5-10   l6 

118 H,0 + He++ -* H, + 0+ + He+ + 35,7 se 4,9-10~17 

119 H,0 + He++ - OH + H+ + He* + 35.6 sa 5.1-10-'7 

120 H,0 + He + + -* OH+ + H + He+ + 35.3 3t 

H,0 + l<e+ + -+OH* + H+ + ? + He+ +21,8 3« 

5-10~17 

121 iio-16 

122 H,0 + He++-*2H + O++ + e + He+-3,7 3« 2,9-10-15 

123 H,0 + He+ + -+H+ + H +- 0 + ++e + He++M,2 9$ 1,6-i(r16 

124 H,0 + He+*-*-2H + + 0+ + 2e + He+ +4.1 3t 2,4.10_lb 
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125 

12«) 

127 

128 

H,0 • He** H>ll*, + OTf + He+ - 5,3 >« 

H,0 + He** H2* f - O 4 He  (   19.2 M 

H,0 tHet+-H;f + 0+"-f /+ Me + 5.7 3t 

129 

130 

131 

132_ 

133 

134 

H,0 + He+J* -* HtO* 4- , -f He** - 12,6 3« 

H,ü* + He* * -> 2H+ 4- O* + <> + He* + 16.7 ja\ 

OHj-Jhlej_* _— H + *■ O** 4- f+ He 4- 12.4 ^g   ! 

OH fHe** -+■ H+ 4 0*v 4- 1e + He* - 12,1 3„ 

MIO-15 

— 
l-io-"' 

MO"15 
—_. 

l,9.1(r|fi 

OH* + He**-*H*  -  0**   *jr  - He*_+ !.7 jf_ 

H,0 4- HcM-> H20* 4- * 4-He** — 12,6 .?«_ 

i     OH 4-He + * -> H 4-0** 4 <> 4-He* 4- 1,4 v« | 

2,2-10-'6 

2,3.10-16 

3.0-10-'*" 

i,2-;o~M 

l,sM(r,fl 

2.0-10-14 

l) Process numbe 
live cross sect 
volt. 

er; 2) process reactions; 3) effec- 
icn, a   (cm2), OB = ev = electron- ' max    ' 

4-   4-4.   4-   4-4-     4-   + 
molecules in the formation of 0,0  , N , N  , OH , H? ions and also 

1       /1 
in the excited oxygen atoms Ol^S) and 0( D). 
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CORPUSCULAR MECHANISMS FOR THE EXCITATION OF ULTRAVIOLET 

EMISSIONS IN POLAR AURORAE 

V.l. Cherednlchenko 

1. Emissions of the molecular ion N? (the negative band system 

1NG), a nitrogen atom [Nl] and a nitrogen molecule N? (the second posi- 

tive band system 2PG) predominate in the ultraviolet section of the po- 

lar auroral spectrum [l, 2,  3l- The ultraviolet line 3^66.5 Angstrom 

units is the most characteristic of the [Nl] emissions for polar auro- 

rae of all types. It has been established that the intensity lohzf  in- 

creases with the height of the polar aurora and the more Intense lines 

[N] are encountered in the low-latitude polar aurorae which are found 

at great altitudes [l]. Studies of high-altitude polar auroral r.pectra 

have shown that they apparently result from direct collisions between 

solar corpuscles H and He and are accompanied by the emission of hy- 

drogen HQ [3, 4, 5J. 

It would be of great Interest from this standpoint to examine the 

possibility of exciting ultraviolet polar auroral emissions through the 

action of solar corpuscular radiation on the atom.; and molecules of the 

terrestrial atmosphere. 

2. In 1957-1958, at Roshchino (geomagnetic latitude cp = 60°), spec- 

troscopic observations of polar aurorae were carried out (dispersion 

80 Angstrom units/mm) and five spectrograms were obtained with H emis- 

sion during aurorae of the Ha, R, F and RP types [3]. F.K. Shuycka 

measured the wavelengths of several auroral spectra in the near ultra- 

violet region, performed the supposed identification and evaluated the 
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relative: Intensity in fractions of the intensity for the line [Nl] at 

X  3-üo A [3. ]. 

The measurement results are presented In Table 1. The third column 

shows the emission intensities In conditional units (lQ^ = i) and the 

last column gives the absolute emission Intensities In kiloPayleighs 

(kT\). The method for determining the absolute emission values is indi- 

cated below. 

3« We demonstrated the Important role of corpuscular radiation In 

the processes of the dissociation and ionization of Np molecule., and N 

atoms In Reference [6]. The presence in the majority of the above-men- 

tioned spectrograms of the hydrogen emission H  ir which the shift of 

the maximum corresponded to a velocity of 360 km/sec for the hydrogen 

atoms [3] gave rise to the ides that hydrogen atoms and ions of solas 

origin may be responsible for the observed intensity of the bands 

N^2PG, N't 1NG, N0VK and the lines [NIL This, was also indicated bv the 
C c. c. 

high kinetic temperature of the polar aurorae, reaching in a number of 

C2re^  to the order of 25G0 K [3]. The most effective processes for the 

+ + excitation of I\u, N, and N in collisions with H and H may b^ the pro- 

cs:as of charge transfer with excitation, and dissociative charge trens- 

f. r with excitation [6,   J): 

N2.f H+ -> N* + N+ + H* — U„ (1 ) 

N3!H
+-»(N;)' + H-t/„ (2) 

W; -t H-^N'-fli4 - .u3. (3) 

The asterisk denotes excited product:-, of reaction, while IL , U0 and IN, 

d- note the energy of the reactions.. Reaction (l) may yield excited me- 

tastable atoms N( P), producing emission at A. 3466 A. As a result of 

Reaction (2) the molecular Lon.' N;(B'21*,T) appear and these arc t h- ini- 

tial ions for emission at \ = 39^ A a' the negative' s.v. t ■ m of bands 

INC of the N- molecule. Excited N. molecules app. a;1 as a result of R>vio- 
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o        -a 
tion (3) in the C II and BJIIg states, providing the beginning for the 

emissions of the second positive system of bands 2PG of the Np molecule 

and the Vegard-Kaplan VK bands of the N2 molecule. The great probability 

of Processes (l), (2) and (3) wa proved experimentally at the Lenin- 

grad Physics and Engineering Institute [8]. 

TABLE 1 

*(A) OiowjecTB.ie.iite 

3y9? i     V, 2PG  (!.4| 
3943 \':2PG (2..")) 
391} \2

+ IXG (0.0) 
3882 1    \,+ 1NG (1,6) 
3857 NV 1NG (2,2) 
3S32 V IXG 13,31 
3804 X'22PG (0,21 
3756 \22PG (1,3) 
3707 Nj2PG (2.4) 
3584 X'.A'K  (1,11) 
3582 X2

+ 1NG (1,0) 
3576 \'22PG (0,1) 
3S35 N-2PG (1,2) 
3466 \! 2P3 <S—2pJ 2P 
3500 X22PG (2,Ct 
3425 N'aVK (1,10) 
3371 N22PG (0,0) 
3341 X22PG (1,1) 
32S5 N22PG  (3.rv> 
3270 X,2PG  (.,,,, 
3160 X:2PG (1,0) 
3134 NS2PG (2,1) 

('•'■ 

2.2 ('■, 

0,35 i 

24, * w ! 

oA 
0,57 , 
0,32 «'.. > 
4,5 ~ )", 
2,9 1,2" 
1,6 (l lJ   1 

0,06 G.iOj 
2,2 0, i j 
6,9 3,v i 
4,3 ».* • 
1,0 '),!'; i 
1,4 0,0.5 
1,5 0, .0 

11 -t,7i- 
0,95 0,4! 2 
0,94 O.lui 
1,2 0,52 
2,5 : .03 
0,92 0,4 

1) Identification. 

We obtain the following empirical formula in Reference [7J for 

purposes of calculating the effective cross sections of Processes (l), 

(2) and (3): 

5.3-IG-13 /4\ 0 = 

For processes of dissociative charge transfer with excitation: U 

is the process energy (U-,); flti Is the difference between the energies 

of the ion neutralization and the energy of dissociation (in terms of 

absolute magnitude); z is the number of valence electrons of the dis- 

sociating molecule. 

For the charge-transfer processes (2) and (3). 
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U, IG the difference between the energy of the electron state of thr 

r.euiral particle prior to ana after charge transfer; il\   Is the entrgy 

of the process (UOJ U-)> z  is the number of valence electrons of the 

neutral particle. 

Formula (4) mak°s it possible to compute the effective cross sec- 

tion at the maximum of trie function of charge transfer v. th excitation 

and corresponds to the energy of the incident particles U > 1 kev [ 9, 

10]. The theoretical value.: of z,   obtained from this formula, are in 

good agreement with experimental values [u,   8]. 

4. In order to compute theoretically the intensity of the ultravi- 

olet emissions in the polar aurorae, U is not enough to know only the 

effective cross section of Processes (l), (2) and (3). 

According to the relationship 

/» = IO-»-//-«,-/lH+'«H+-0. (5) 

-.-.there H is the height of the homogeneous atmosphere above the lower 

border of the polar aurora; nn  is the concentration of N~ molecules and 0 2 

atoms at the lower border cf trv polar aurora»:. (As shown by measure- 

ments carried out with geophysical rockets [1, - ] , the atmosphere abe,r<- 

:0 km consist.: primarily of N and  :; s...+ and v.,' are, resoectivelv n n 
* he   concentration  and  velocity   of  ty..   solar protons at.  on-    lower bordei' 

of  the   polar aurorae;   I     is   the   intensity   of   emission   in  klloRayleighs 

fkR).   For  a  tneoretical   calculation   sf  the   ultravijlet   emissions   I   , 

with  the  exception   of   :,   it   is  also necessary   to know  the  quantifies  H, 

p.r,,   n.,+ and  v„+.   In addition,   ii    ord< :■   'o  compar>.   T     with   'he   observed 
Oil n 

I   the   latter must  be   expressed   in  atsrdote  units. 

5.   The   intensity   of  the   emissions  presented   in Table   1   can  be   ex- 

pressed   in absolute   units,   (kR),   proct    ding  from the   following  consider- 

ations.   Of two  hundred  eloetrophotoni- trie  measurements   in  trc   polar 

auroral   zone,   carried   out  by  Dzhordzhio at  the   Loparskaya   Station   (cp  = 
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= 69°) and at Zvenigorod (<p = 56°), it has been established that on the 

average the intensity of the green oxygen line S at X 5577 A amounts 

to 20 kR for aurorae greenish-white in color [3]. The ratio of the in- 

tensity of the negative band at X 4278 A of the molecular ion N2 to the 

intensity of the green oxygen line S for polar aurorae of the indicat- 

ed type   is 

/4278AT+ / C \ 
-2-= 0,26. (bJ 

/5577jOli 

Hence, since I   rQJ,  = 20kR, I427SN+ 
= °-26'20 = 5-2 kR. 

The distribution of energy in the spectrum of a polar aurora on 

the basis of numerous auroral observations in the Soviet Union [3, 11] 

and abroad [2] yields for the ratio of the intensity of the negative 

bands at A 3914 A and X 4278 A for the N+ ion 

/39I4JV* 

From Relationship (7) it follows that /»w*=2-5.2-10.4 *ff. In Table 1 

IoQ-ijm+ = 24 conditional units, i.e., one conditional unit of intensi- 

ty is equal to 0.433 kR. From this we obtain the values of the absolute 

intensities presented In the fourth column in Table 1. 

6. No determinations have been made of the height of the lower po- 

lar auroral border at Roshchino. mhe magnitude of the concentration nn 

was found indirectly — on the basis of the lifespan of the metastable 

p 
state P of an atom of nitrogen. At the height at which the extinction 

of luminescence at X 3466 A becomes noticeable, it is necessary to sat- 

isfy the condition 

T=T' (8) 
2 

where T IS the lifespan of the metastable state P of an N atom; "X is 

the length of the free path; v is the mean-arithmetic velocity of th< 

N atoms. However, 
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1 
(9) 

where OT is the effective cross section of the de-exclting collisions. 

From (B) and (9) we have: 

n — (10) 
4 l/2-3--T»-x" 

7. The process of de-excitation {extinction) of excited nitrogen 

atoms N( P) may be a result of collisions of the second kind with ion- 

ization, charge transfer, transfer of excitation to an 0 atom or Np 

molecule and the transfer of excitation to an electron. Let us examine 

in order the efficiency of ail of these possibilities in the extinction 

of tr- luminescence at X 3466 A [Nl]. 

2 
1) The processes of de-excitation of N( P) atoms with ionlzation 

may be as follows: 

N -;M T\':-N + N2
r -re, (11) 

N »Pi -fO-*N 4-0* +e, (12) 

N '2P + N-*N - N+ -f e. (13) 

The effect!'/' cross sect! ;  . :' these processes are very small, since 

the Ionisation potentials f or' y, J • • ■),   0  (12.6 ev) and N   (14.5 ev) 

■considerably  exceed   ohe     .'icitatlon  pc 1 
o 

the  metastable   level 

P   (3.56 ev)   [9]. 

2)  Extinction with  charge   transfer: 

NJ -; Ni'p) -+N'  • Nj —4,6 ev, 

0+   . N(«p)-*N« -0-2.6. v. 

UM 

(ID) 

The effective cross section. ■<- processes, calculated in accord- 

n-16 ance  with  Formula   (4),  are,   respective Ly,   equal   to 4.43*10 cm    and 

■3.25.1er10   cm'',   i.e. ,   rather      s    * am ial . 

3)   fh<    transfer  of oxcliation   from  th-,   metastabil  atom  !J('r)   1.0 

the  nt it rai   a Lorn  0 or molocui O    N 

NJ (» n*r) r U-+ N 4- O^S) f 1,6, •/, (16) 



N(»P) + N,(i.'= 10)- N + NW = 9) + 0.0312 ev- C1?) 

According to experimental data the probability of electron excita- 

tion between colliding systems will reach its maximum if the difference 

between the energies of the electron states of both systems Is equal to 

zero. The probability of the transfer of excitation depends In great 

measure on the difference ÄE between the energies of the electron state: 

on the velocity v of the colliding particles and on whether or not the 

transitions of the given state to the ground level are allowed or for- 

bidden [10, 12]. 

The effective cross section for the transfer of excitation, as- 

sociated with the electron transitions, is described by the following 

relationship [10, 12]; 

3 _w/PxP« a. = It ■ (PlPt \2" •"' -   - 

UFl   f^Er(P>PtYltv-lh-lh (18) 

where f(x) « (&;r/s) for x « 1, 

f(x)^32xt-'e-** for x»i; 

£ is the order of the multlpolarlty of ühe electrical moment of the 

electron transition (if the electron transitions in both colliding sys- 

tems are allowed, s = 3i If the transition in one system is allowed, 

while forbidden In the other, s = 4; if, however, both transitions are 

forbidden, s = 5 [10, 12, 13]); Pi and p? are the electrical moments 

of the electron transitions. For the allowed transition p., = e-a (e is 

the electron charge; a Is the order of magnitude for the gasklnr-tlc 

radius of the atom or molecule); for the forbidden transition p = ea 

(the quadrupole moment);  h = (h/27r), with h the Planck constant. 

For process (l6) both transitions are forbidden, s is large and 

equal to 5; £E = 1.6 ev is also large. In this case x = 100 and f(x) ~ 

~0, I.e., Process (16) Is virtually impossible. 

For Process (17) the transition for a nitrogen atom is forbidden, 
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while allowed for a nitrogen mcleeule and s = k,  wl h the product of 

Uu ruuarupclu ana alpcle elec* ric-.1 :.. i;.<-nts - PiPz= (ea.;
2)-(?a2) (a,=0,75.10- ■"-, 

>-* 

a0 = 1.55*10"' 
cni ~ respectively, the gasklnetic radii of the atom N 

and the molecule Np). 

Having substituted th-' se value:' into Formula (l8) and having made 

use of the value of v = 1.94-10^ sc/sec which corresponds to T = 2500°K, 

for Frocess (17) we obtain: 

3T = 1,3- \0-''J  cm". 

Th great probability of de-exciting collisions for (17) also follows 

from the fact that for this process the following condition is not sat- 

isfied [10, 12]: 

a£>E 

nrr»1- as) 
When this condition is satisfied a mast be cor.siderabr. smaller than 

T 

the   gaskineti:  cross   section.   In   our  case  a = 1.55*10"'    cm;   AE - 5*10~~ 

ergs  ana   (a»£E)/hv = 0.92  ~ 1  and  Condition   (19)   is  not   satisfied,   i.e., 

z    must be   substantial. 
T 

■!T. The extension of luminosity as a result of electron impact. Th« 

"effective cross section for äe - xcitl.at   -tron collisions for the 0:0- 

o r^, 0 o 

N(V) -re-* N(\)-f e 

is defined by the relationship [9]: 

where ZgQ = 4 and Zg - 6 as , ■••_■. ptctiv- iy, she sum of the statistical 

weights of the ground and excite.; 'tales of the atom N; o ~ L the ef- 0 •  nO 
0 

fective  excitatioi:  cross   section   -i'   *:c    level  "~P;   U    =   3,. 58 ev  is  the 
"a  - - 

excitation potential of the i< v 1 "0;    is the • lectron ••nergy oorres- m 

ponding to the maximum of the excitation function; a is th- electron 
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energy. 

In the transition from the ground level S to th^- exalted level 

F the multiplicity changes. In this case [14] 

t/.-ü.+ l. (21) 

The effective cross section of excitation by electron Impact of 

the rnetastable level of the atom may be determined from the relation- 

ship [12]: 

^3,62.10-.^!.,^. (22) 

where m, e and U are, respectively, the mass, charge and energy of the 
4 

striking electron; f  is the oscillator force of the transition S -»■ 
2 

-*   P of the atom N; EQ is the energy of the ground state of the atom: 

£°= ~ir • (23) 

where z is the charge of the atomic nucleus. For the atom N we have 

En = 1.09.10"^ ergs. The oscillator force f  for the rnetastable level 0 on 

can be found on the basis of the life span T of this level from the re- 

lationship [12]; 

1  8*V lgn   1 
mc    ^gm  / ■t 

Jon, {  _'<Lj 

where £ is the speed of light; 1 - 2.1 sec is the lifespan of the rneta- 

stable level 2p of the atom N. For the transition S -► 2P of the at cm T-I 

the formula yield;, f  = 6.3-10" '. In this case, when U = I! = U +- 

+ 1 =4,58 ev from Formula (22) we obtain a  (U ) = 6.3-10"'  cm" which on m 
2 

is the maximum effective cros... o.ouLn of the excitation of level  P by 

electron impact. 

The maximum effective ceo;.; sectior, of the de-exciting collisions 

in this case will, according + c Formula (20), be equal to: c  (u ) = ' v  '' ^        on m' 
-22   2 = 1.5*10   cm , i.e., extremely small. 

It must also be taken Into consideration that when T = 2500°K the 
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number of electrons exhibiting energy U„, according to the relationship 

-9 amounts to only 10 J  of their total number. 

On the basis of these considerations ,  the process of extinction by 

electron Impact is extremely ineffective. 

Thus, consideration of all possible processes of extinction for the 

line 3466 A of atomic nitrogen shows that the most probable is the pro- 

cess of the extinction of N( P) on collision with oscillation-excited 

molecules Np. 

8. With an effective cross section for Process (17) of o = 1.3 x 
"IE    p 

xlO" 3 cm    from Relationship  (10) we will  obtain the  concentration of 

oscillation-excited molecules N? 

»jv,(i>' = 10H3,3.108cm . 

The quantity nN  (v1  = 10) may be  derived  out  of other considerations as 

well. 

The total number  of de-exciting collisions  required  for the   transi- 

tion  of the   oscillaticn-excited molecule NQ from a higher level  v'   to  a 

lower level  v",   on the   one hand,   is  determined by  the   relationship   [15, 

16]: 

2=T^A^ + ^^"••'"^7^+^TT)'e*r,     (26) 

where 7-i_^ is the protability of the oscillation transition v" = 1 -»■ 

-* v" = 0 (7-i_r) = 10" [15, 16]); hv is the quantum energy for the 

transition v' = 10 -* v" -» 9- 

On the other hand, this same number of collisions 

2 = V*.. (27) 

where z. Is the total number of collisions experienced by the molecule 

Np within 1 sec; TQ is the time required for the transition of the mole- 
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cule Np from the level v' to the level v". 

2, — 4\ 2- v-3,-Btf-io, (2o) 

X9=i^'^>a- (29)[16] 

In (29) »- m*mN_  is the reference mass of the molecule N0; rr =  I.55 x 

x 10" cm is the equilibrium distance between the atoms N in the mole- 

cule N0; p = 1.03'IÜ   CGSE [lb, 17] is the dlpole moment of the mole- 

cule N0; X = 3620 A is the wavelength for the transition v" = 10 -+ v' = 

- 9- 

Having denoted ( 1 1  *  1  ■      1  ...  [_\ by B and having equated 
\y    v'-\ tf' + l    T>" + 1 / 

(26)  and   (27)  to  one another,  we   o1 tain 

1 _ AL 
4Vr2s,-«„._10.t;.t0 = —     .Be   «, (30) 

7i-*o 

from which we obtain 
-3 

/!*,(!>'= 10) = 4,1 10" cm -\ 

Therefore  the  earlier derived quantity n(v'  = 10)  = 3-32*10     cm"J may 

be   regarded as  promising. 

The   concentration n^  of neutral Np nitrogen molecules   in the 

ground   oscillatory   state  can b<_   found   from  the   relationship   [10]: 

/      27-rS.rlkT \,/3 ,      . fl^,o = /io-exp( -5 j   . (31) 

With T = 2500°K Relationship   (31)  yields  nQ = 1-109 cm3,  which  corres- 

ponds  to  the  heig.it   of  the   lower  polar auroral  boundary  h = 185 km   [l8] 

assuming that  the  atmosphere  below  200 km  consists   of molecular nitro- 

gen  and  atomic   oxygon   0   [1,    ']. 

The  groat   height   of  the   indicated   polar aurorae   is   confirmed  also 

by  the   presence   of  the  h  drogen   line  il _   in  their   'pectra,   since  a   num- 

ber  of   facts   speak   in   favor  of  tho   content ion  fhat   the   hydrogen  emis- 

sion appears  at  height.;   considerably  above   100-110 km   [3]. 

9.   Let   us  now  determine   the  magnitude   of  the   proton  concentration 
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at the lower polar auroral boundary. The quantity I„ can be found by 
n 
a 

proceeding from the fact that generally I„ /i,.™- ~  0.15 [19],  and since 
ct 

I    = 20 kR, IH » 3 kR. 

The most effective reactions for the excitation cf the H line in 
a 

polar aurorae may be  those   of  charge transfer with excitation: 

H* +N,-H(3s) 4- N2
+ _14,3ev, (32) 

H*+0-*H(3s'»4U+- 12,1 ev. (33) 

The effective cross sections found for these reactions on the ba- 

sis of Formula (4) are respectively equal to c\ = I^-IO-""  crrT and 

a2 = 4.L10"
16 cm2. 

Since molecular nitrogen is a more abundant component of the ter- 

restrial atmosphere than atomic oxygen 0 [1, 2], in the computations of 

nH
+ we can assume a = a... 

The height of the homogeneous atmosphere for the height h = 185 km 

amounts to K = 3*10 cm [20], Now substituting the values of L. , K. 
a 

n(V V
M
+
 
anc* ai ^-n^G Relationship (5) we obtain 

rtH+ = 137 cm " . 

10. To calculate the intensity IMG N0 it is also necessary to know 

the magnitude of the molecular ion concentration n^. 
2 

According to Chamberlain's calculations [21] to produce the ob- 

served brightness in the polar auroral rays a current with a density of 

i = 6*10 ^ electrons/cm"»sec must pass. The current of Np ions must be 

the same. With a velc ity of v = 1.38*10^ cm/sec, corresponding to T = 

= 2500 K, the concentration nf,+ will be 

nN + -4 = 4,35 107Cm~"- 2      v 

The quantity n„ was assumed , ) be equal to n„  [191- 

11. In addition, Table 2 shows the most probable excitation reac- 

tions for lines and bands of intensity I  cf emissions computed in ac-- 
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CGrdance with Relationship (5). The table shows that in a number of ca- 

ses the ultraviolet polar auroral emissions may be satisfactorily ex- 

plained by reactions of charge transfer with excitation during the col- 

lision of N~ molecules and N0 ions with neutra". and ionized atoms of 
2 c- 

hydregen. 

12. Can the electrons in polar aurcrae be sufficiently effective 

in the excitation of the emissions 2PG N9 and ING N^? The effective 

c^oss section of excitation for the C°II level of an N, molecule which 

serves as the origin for the emission of the bands 2PG for the maximum 

of the excitation function can be computed in accordance with the for- 

mula [10]: 

when U = U + 1 [14], U =11.2 ev and f = 0.033 [22] m   a a 
2 

a» = 4,1-10-'7 cm". 

Since Formula (34) is valid when U > 7U , and for lower values of —  a 

U yields c greater approximately by an order of magnitude than the true 

value [10], for U —  12.2 ev we can assume 

=>„-4,26-10-1* cm2. 

However, the number of electrons with energy equal to U with T = 2500 K 

—21 
according tc (25) amounts only to 10"  of the total number, i.e., the 

efficiency of the electrons in the excitation of the bands 2PG at this 

temperature will be negligibly small. 

However, even at a temperature of 15,000°K the number of electrons 

-4 having an energy equal to U amounts to 10  of the total number and 

I2n = 4.5 kev. 

If a temperature on the order of 15,000°K is developed in the po- 

lar aurorae under conditions of gas discharge, it is possible to state 

that  electron  excitation will make  a  noticeable   contribution  to  the  ex- 
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citation cf the bands 2PG N,.. 

For the excitation of bands i NG N? the- usclllator force f = C.lj 

[23]. Since U = U =49 ev [24], U = 19-6 ev, according to (j4) 

3(B = 2,03 10-»7 cm' . 

If we take into consideration that condition U > U  is not _;atls- 
— a 

-l8  2 fied, we can assume a = 2-10 "" cm . 
\ » 

At  a  temperature T =  lCr-K —*-= 10-R    and /N<-I»O= lO"'*/?, 
n, 

5° 
i.e., even at su great a temperature as 10 K the electron impact can- 

not be responsible for the observed intensity of the bands 1NG N o* 
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CERTAIN FEATURES OF FGLAR AURCRAL FORMS WITH RAY STRUCTURE 

N.I. Dzyubenko 

The study of the structural feature.; of the various polar auroral 

form.; is presently a matter of pressing urgency. Together with the re- 

suits of morphological, spectral, photoelectrical and spectrometric in- 

vestigations such a study will doubtlessly serve to promote a more tho- 

rough understanding of the essence of the polar auroral phenomenon. The 

majority of the polar auroral forms are extremely dynamic and the prob- 

lem, In final analysis, reduces to the taking of motion pictures having 

adequate spatial and time resolution. This will make it possible to 

study both the instantaneous characteristics of the structure as well 

as their time variations. The photographic methods in use to the pres- 

ent time for the study of polar aurorae (including motion pictures) are 

only slightly effective in term.; of the possibilities of studying the 

structure (the great exposure.; of individual frames, the small Image 

scale, limited frequency of frame repetition, etc.). However, certain 

average characteristics of the structure of certain forms of polar aur- 

ora e can be studied even with .;ucn photographs, which is the purpose of 

the present paper. 

The observational material used in this paper was obtained in 

March 1959 at the AANII Geophysical Station and the KGU [Kiev State Un- 

iversity] at Tikoi Bay. A NAFA-3S/25 aerial camera was used (f = 25 cm; 

relative aperture 1:2.5; photograph 18 x 24 cm"; fleld-of-vlew angle 

along the l8-cm side of the photograph, 40°; along the 24-cm side of 

the photograph, 51 ; along the diagonal, 62°). The observer was D.P. 
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Duma. 

We know that the gray auroral forms, which in + hlz   case arc of 

greatest Interest, are marked by their great mobility. According to the 

visual observations of S.K. Vsekhsvyatskly [l] a ray exists In a ray 

arc for several seconds, and sometimes for fraction:.- of a second. F. 

clear picture the exposure should not exceed this length of time, how- 

ever, the NAFA-3"/25 camera was net fast enough in order to ensure thl. 

exposure even in the case of the very brightest aursrae. The expc 

for the processed photograph:: range from 5 tc seconds 

A total of 12 photographs were selected for evaluation; the effects 

of blurring due to the metier, of the rays were least pronounced in these 

photographs. The exposure time as well as the cleanness of the pho 

graphs were taken In' i? n ri r, 1 ri e- v a rtain   :aoes   I1   was   rot   thi 

entire  ray arc  that  was   studied,  but   rather  only  that   portion  which   in 

our opinion had been   least   .;ubject  tc   the  effect:   c   tlurrinw  an.    over- 

lapping. 

Fig.   1.   hi        orapn   uf  The  aurora  described 
in  Item  _•. 

Let   us  present   a  brief   lisx.ing  of  the   aur   rue  vh ose   stracLur 
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were studied, and their characteristic in accordance with the notes 

made in the observation log. 

1. 1.3.1959. l4h42m UT. Exposure 7 seconds. Portion of ray arc. 

Average height of ray base above horizon h = 11 - Azimuth 214 . Judging 

from photograph aurora very bright. Four bright rays stand out, pos- 

sibly representing bundles of individual thin rays. 

2. I.3.I959. l4h45m UT. Exposure 15 seconds. Bright ray arc con- 

sisting of a large number of thin rays forming several bundles along 

the arc and these are outstanding because of the elevated luminosity 

brightness (Fig. 1). The average height of the lower border of the stud- 

ied segment of the arc above the horizon is 15°. A = 222°. 

3. 1.3.1959. l4h48m UT. t = 8 seconds. Arc with ray structure. Ray 

brightness along the arc exhibits outstanding periodicity. This period- 

icity stands out particularly clearly in the closer portions of the arc 

where the structure is not nearly so affected by distortions of pers- 

pective and similar phenomena. The average height above the crizon for 

the subject part of the arc is 17 . A = 243°. Isolated thin rays stand 

out rather clearly only on certain segments of the arc. 

4. 1.3.1959. I4n50m UT. t = 15 seconds. The height of the lower 

border of the subject region above the horizon is 15°. A = 239 • The 

aurora exhibits a rather unique form - two arcs of ray structure posi- 

tioned one above the other, with the outline of the xower border of one 

completely duplicating the outline of the lower border of the second. 

Moreover, the rays of the lo^er arc are seemingly an extension of the 

rays of the upper arc and similar to these not only in terms of mutual 

position but also with respect to relative brightness. One gets the im- 

pression that we are dealing with a single arc of ray structure, of 

great extent in height and exhibiting a strange brightness depression 

through the middle. The structure is extremely diffuse; however, on 
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certain segments of the arc it Is possible to Isolate regions suitable 

for evaluation. 

Fig. 2. Photograph of aurora described in Item 6 
at 15h3Öm203 Universal Time. Exposure 15 seconds. 

5- 9.3.1959. 15h32^IT'30S UT. t = 20 seconds. Eastern part of arc 

with ray structure passes through zenith. Average height of lower bor- 

der of rays above horizon 13° (from 6° to 20°). A = 288°. Pulsating arc, 

rapidly changing. Brightness 3 points. Rays exhibit great vertical ex- 

tension. Photograph apparently shows only bright portions of arc close 

to horizon, reflecting largo-scale structure. Finer structure not seen, 

on the one hand, because of blurring, and on the other hand, because of 

the great atmospheric absorption at the horizon. 

6. 9-3«1959- 15 37 '^5° UT. t = 15 seconds. Bright arc of ray struc- 

ture rated at 3-^ points. Individual rather broad rays stand out clear- 

ly, possibly exhibiting fine structure which, however, is difficult to 

ascertain because of the effects of rapid motion. There are five suc- 

cessive photographs of this aurora taken in a time interval of about 3m 

and these photographs make it possible to draw certain conclusions re- 

garding the motion of the aurorae. On the first photograph (I5h37m45s 
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Ur) the lower border of the rays is situated at a height of 56° above 

the northern horizon. The aurora subsequently rises to the zenith at a 

rate of 3 -5 per minute. On the basis of the characteristic appearance 

of the rays (western edge of the ray diffuse, eastern edge sharp) we 

can draw the conclusion that all rays (possibly with rare exceptions) 

moved as a single structural formation in one direction (Fig. 2). 

7- 9-3.1959- 15h38m50s UT. t = 10 seconds. The aurora described in 

Item 6, but at another instant of time. 

8. 26.3-1959- 12h39m UT. t = 25 seconds. A part of the corona at 

zenith. Ordinary aurora of moderate brightness (underexposure at t = 

= 25 seconds). 

9. 26.3.1959. 12h48m UT. t = 5 seconds. Arc of ray structure. Un- 

derexposed. Height above horizon 31°. A = 354°. Two waves in the bright- 

ness along the arc can be seen, apparently reflecting the small- and 

large-scale structure. 

10. 26.3.1959. l4h51m UT. t = 30 seconds. Arc with ray structure 

on Nl of ordinary light. Long rays extend to the zenith. Despite the 

pronounced effect of overlapping and blurring, we note the periodicity 

of the structure with two spatial periods. 

11. 30.3.1959. 14 25m UT. t = 15 seconds. Homogeneous arc changing 

into arc with ray structure. Height above horizon 29°. A =- 139 • Bright- 

ness 3 points. Structural periodicity noted. 

12. 30.3.1959. l4h30m UT. t = 20 seconds. Arc with ray structure, 

h = 20°. A = 171 • Structure very clean, but great underexposure. The 

exposure probably failed to cover the entire aurora or the rays exhib- 

ited great stability and low brightness. The clarity of the structure 

makes it possible clearly to detect the periodicity. 

To all of the foregoing we should add that all examined aurorae 

were of conventional green coloration and the brightness, except for 
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rare instances, did not drop below 3 points. The photographic measure- 

ments were carried out with a ruler and grid accurate to 0.5 mm, which 

corresponds to 7' in angular measure. To determine the absolute values 

of the distances of interest to us in a polar aurora the slant ranges 

of the border points were determined on the basis of their height above 

the horizon. The height (zenith distances) and azimuths were determined 

from stars which stood out clearly on all of the photographs. In deter- 

mining the slant ranges it was assumed that the lower borders of all 

the rays of an arc are situated on a surface concentric to that of the 

earth and situated at a height of 110 km above the ground. The curva- 

ture of the terrestrial surface was taken into consideration in the 

case of aurorae low over the horizon. The effects of perspective end 

mutual spatial position of auroral details were taken into considera- 

tion in all cases. Distortion was regarded as insignificant, at least 

in a circle with a 50-mm radius at the center of the frame. 

The measurements produced the following information: 

1. The periodicity in the brightness distribution along the arc 

with ray structure is more or less reliably noted for all subject auro- 

rae. In certain cases two spatial X periods are noted. One of these, 

reflecting a large-scale structure, includes the second which reflects 

a finer structure which can still be made out photographically. 

2. Assuming the periodicity in the structure of the auroral forms 

with ray structure to have been established, we determine the absolute 

values of the spatial periods for the aurorae examined. The results are 

given in Tab-e 1. The fourth column of the table shows the mean error 

of each result. As we can see, the relative error is rather great (15- 

25$),  which is basically governed by the inaccuracy in the determina- 

tion of the position of the lower border of the rays blurred as a re- 

sult of the rapid motion of the structural details, the approximation 
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of certain simplifying assumptions, etc. The fifth column shows the 

number of rays (structure bundles) on the basis of which the averaging 

was accomplished. 

3. Table 1 shows that three values of X are characteristic of the 

studied aurorae: 
X, —(4 —8) • 10» cm, 

A, = (1.5-2,5)   10« cm, 

X,- (4.5-6,0WO» cm. 

TABLE 1 

n.n. 1     2 
Ana MwpoBoe spews (X10»c*) 

1.3. 1959 »*o» 14M2 45 6 

MHCJO 
ayqeA ilpHMeiaHM 

y<treHa no- 
npaBKa   aa 
KpHBH3Hy 
ß  3enaH 

2 1.3. 1959 14*45* 60 
5-6 

9 5 T  7 To we, qTO 
HID. 1 

3 1.3. 1959 14*48"* 25 
5-G 

3 7 To we, qTO 
H R n. 1 

4 1.3. 1959 14*50" *       . 1 4 To we, ««TO 
HID. 1 

9.3. 1959 15*34"*3fc/ 60 To we 
8 

9.3.195^ 15*37m45* 9        Bo3MOWHO, 
\H<U0KM 

9 

9.3. 1959 15*38"50* 10 To we, qTO 
H B n. 6 

8    I     26.3. 1959 12*39" 4-5 5     3eHHT    10 

26.3. 1959 12*48*" 4 
15-20 

10 26.3. 1959 14*5r 4-5 
jOpyKTypa 
cHXbHo c«a- 

|3aHa       ]_]_ 

1.1 30.3. 1959 14*25" 12 

12 30.3. 1959 14*30* 12 To we, qTO 
H B n. 1 

1)  Item No; 2) date; 3) universal time; 4) number of rays; 5) remarks; 
6) correction factor for curvature of earth taken into consideration; 
7) the same as in Item 1; 8) the same; 9) possibly H < 110 km; 10) zen- 
ith; 11) structure extremely diffuse. 
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Fig. 3- For the deter- 
mination of ray width. 

Apparently both the physical state of 

those atmospheric layers in which the pheno- 

menon occurs, as well as the conditions of 

observation, affect the presence of a given 

period in the arc under consideration. The 

large-scale structure (particularly X_) can 

be seen only in arcs with ray structures when 

observed at great distances. Since at low 

heights above the horizon the error in the determination of range in- 

creases, etc.s the spatial period of the large-scale structure, in ad- 

dition to the mean error, apparently is weighed down by a considerable 

systematic error. 

To determine the width of the rays several microphotcmetric sec- 

tions along the ray-structure arcs were made. We have selected rays 

which, in our opinion, were least subject to blurring. The ray width 

d was defined as the half-width of the ray contour on the trace (Fig. 

3). The average values of d for two measured aurcrae are presented in 

Table 2. On the basis of approximate estimates the width of the rays 

in other arc forms of ray structure is approximately the same. It is 

impossible to make any more precise determinations because of the in- 

fluence of motion. For the same reason the widths which we have obtained 

apparently are somewhat exaggerated. 

TABLE 2 

1M 
n. n. 2   AaTa 

| MUnpHHa 
MHpon:e BpeMR        Jiyia-d 
3                        1 (X 10» CM) 

5 id         MHCJIO 
(* 10» CM)  JjiyMeft npHMeiaHHi 

7 
1 1.3. 1959 14*45" 1.1 0.2 

U 
5 ymena no- 

npaBKa   3a 
KpHBHSJiy 
ieiMM 

fl 

2 1.3. 1959 14*50" 1.2 0,2 7 To*.   9 

1)  Item No.: 2) date; 3) universal time; 4) width d of ray (x 10^ cm); 
5) £d  \x  1CP cm); 6) number of rays; 7) remarks; 87 correction factor 
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for curvature of earth taken Into consideration; 9) the same. 

It is possible that the investigated structural features of arc 

forms with ray structures are associated with the phenomenon of hori- 

zontal electrical discharge in tne upper atmosphere [2] and in a cer- 

tain sense analogous to the stratification which takes place in gasdis 

charge tubes. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to S.K. Vsekhsvyitskiy 

and Ye.A. Ponomarev for their advice and comments, as well as to D.A. 

Andrienko and I.A. Rudenko for their assistance in the computations. 
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CERTAIN PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE LOCAL GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

AND DYNAMICS OF POLAR AURORAE 

Ye.A. Ponomarev, I.A. Rudenko 

From the time of Fritz, numerous Investigators have occupied them- 

selves with the question of the geographic distribution of polar auro- 

rae, primarily in connection with the development of an observational 

basis for the theory of polar aurorae. This latter circumstance left 

its mark on the methodology of the work. Primary attention was devoted 

to questions pertaining to the global distribution of polar aurorae. 

Appearance frequencies were studied for aurorae at various geomagnetic 

latitudes as functions of local time. The deflection of polar auroral 

arcs from geomagnetic parallels was investigated in detail [l]. This 

trend had a pronounced effect on the selection of the observational ma- 

terial. Stable quiet arcs, primarily of the homogeneous kind, were 

sought for evaluation. With the development of the S-l80 w?de-angle 

cameras and the establishment of an extensive network of stations dur- 

ing the period of the IGY a more detailed Investigation of global and 

local features in the distribution of polar aurorae b' 3ame possible 

with greater time resolution and more reliable conditions of simultan- 

eity. However, the use of the S-l80 cameras for these purposes Is as- 

sociated with certain additional difficulties which ar" brought about 

by the distortion of the mirror-optical system of this camera. 

D.P. Duma [2] studied the positions of 80 polar auroral arc forms 

on the basis of materials provided with an S-l80 camera at Tiksi Bay 

during the 1957-1958 observation season. In brief, the treatment method 
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involved the following. Arc forms with a sharp lower border were chosen 

on a strip of motion-picture film. Along the entire lower border a suf- 

ficient number of points were marked to provide for a comparatively 

complete characteristic of the projection of this arc on the frame. The 

broken line which was produced by connecting these points was then 

transferred point by point onto a geographic map prepared In Mercator 

projection. For each of the points a determination of Its distance on 

the frame from the instrumental zenith was determined, and then recal- 

culated for the range curve, with consideration of distortion, In kilo- 

meters. The azimuth of the points was determined directly by counting 

off from a meridian on a grid. No correction factor for the change in 

scale along the parallel was Introduced for the plot of each of the 
i 

points on the chart. The above-described method was excessively cumber- 

some and selective, since it did not permit the evaluation of polar 

aurorae with lower borders not clearly defined. Nevertheless, a number 

of extremely interesting and unexpected results were obtained. It 

turned out that the polar auroral arcs behave differently over water 

from their behavior over dry land. In certain cases there was a clear 

indication of a tendency on the part of the arcs to assume the outline 

of the coastline. D.P. Duma designated this phenomenon as the "shore- 

lln.2 effect. " 

Since a comparatively small quantity of material was used for pur- 

poses of evaluation, a need arose for a more careful study of the 

"shoreline effect" on consiaerably more extensive material, using more 

productive evaluation methods. 

§1. THE EVALUATION METHOD. PLOTTING OF "TRANSFORMED" CHART 

The method*" used in the present paper involves the following: a 

chart of the surface of the earth within the limits of the field of 

view of the S-180 camera for Tiksl Bay was prepared so as to show dls- 
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tortions in accordance with the distortions of the camera's mirror-opti- 

cal system. When projecting a frame of a motion-picture film onto such 

a "transform" chart it becomes possible to see how the luminosity is 

positioned relative to the coastline. 

The actual projection onto the chart was accomplished by means of 

a D-1A slide projector. A drawing with a representation of the "trans - 

form" chart is attached to the plotting table, and this is then project- 

ed onto a wall. 

The orientation of the photographs is accomplished with marks W 

and 0 to account for errors in the camera setting. Approximately 60,000 

frames were examined for the present project in this manner, these pic- 

tures having been obtained during the 1957-1958 observation season. 

The "transform" chart (Fig. 2) was prepared in the following man- 

ner: 117 points were marked on a blank chart of the Tiksi Bay region 

(Fig. 1) along the coastline and certain rivers; these points b_st rep- 

resented the coastal outline. The point at which the S-l80 camera was 

set up was taken as the center of the "transformed" chart. The calcula- 

tion was carried out for points situated no farther than 900 km from 

the center, since beyond this distance the accuracy dropped below the 

permissible magnitude. 

The coordinate axes X and Y were drawn through the projection onto 

the chart, and the coordinates of all of the points were determined 

relative to these axes. Since the blank chart was drawn in Mercator 

projection, consideration is given to the change in scale along the 

parallel (M 1:30,000,000 along parallel 75). The geographic coordinates 

were then determined for each point: latitude 9 and longitude X.  The 

measurements were carried out with an accuracy of up to 1 minute of arc. 

The problem involved the determination of the azimuth and distance 

for each point relative to the selected center. The calculation was 
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carried out on the basis of formulas from spherical trigonometry: 

sin a sin AX cosy, 
sin/ (1) 

where a is the azimuth of the point; q^ is the geographical latitude of 

the point; I  is the distance in angular measure; AX = X - A_ , where X 

and X, are, respectively, the geographic longitude of the center and 

the point. 

cos / — sin «ft sin <? + cos <pt cos <f • cos AX, / 2) 

where cp is the geographical latitude of the center. 

Fig. 1. Blank chart of the Tiksi Bay area, 
with the magnetic parallels and meridians 
shown. 

The distance obtained from Formula (2) in angular measure is con- 

verted into linear measure and expressed in km. The error in the calcu- 
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latlons did not exceed: for the azimuth, 30'; for distance, 15 km. 

For points situated no farther than 150 km, the distances were 

calculated with sufficient accuracy by means of formulas from plane ge- 

ometry. Note should also be taken of the fact that according to the cal- 

culations that were carried out, consideration of the auroral heights 

above the surface of the earth would have influenced the final results 

insignificantly. 

For purposes of studying auroral positions relative to the magne- 

tic parallels on the "transformed" chart (Fig. 2) a magnetic coordinate 

grid was plotted on the blank chart (Fig. l), for which purpose use was 

made of the magnetic charts of the seas of the Soviet Arctic, prepared 

in 1944 by the AANII [not identified in standard references] [3], and 

then on the basis of the points the magnetic grid was transferred to 

the "transformed" chart by the method described above. 

". '¥' ."4'lw- 
-; .J ''■■ if«|v 

Fig. 2. "Transformed" chart of the Tlksi Bay region with the magnetic 
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parallels and meridians plotted. 

§2. INFLUENCE OF GROUND SURFACE ON DEVELOPMENT OF POLAR AURORAE 

The method described above made It possible to trace the motion of 

various auroral forms, the transition of one form into another and to 

evaluate the change in auroral brightness during the process of its de- 

velopment. 

In terms of structural features the investigated auroral forms 

were conveniently divided into the following types: 

Arc of ray structure LD 

Arc of ray structure, with inter-ray dif- 
fuse luminosity LD* 

Homogeneous arc with ray structure OD* 

Homogeneous arc OD 

Diffuse luminosity DS 

The analysis of the observational material made it possible to es- 

tablish the following quantitative relationship" for the behavior of 

polar aurorae: 

1. Homogeneous arcs (OD) 1-2 on the point scale, over water to the 

north of Tiksi Bay, generally quiet, little mobility, frequently show- 

ing signs of regular drift to the south. In the overwhelming majority 

of cases OD follow the magnetic parallel, with the eastern border of 

the arc generally deflected from the magnetic parallel through an angle 

of about 10 . Very frequently the western border of the arc shows a 

characteristic bend which, in general, corresponds to the bend in the 

magnetic parallel to the west. 

A noticeable depression in OD luminosity is seen at the point where 

one of the western branches of the Lena enters the sea and at the en- 

trance to Buorkhaya Inlet. 

2. OD of great brightness (3 and higher on the point scale), gen- 

erally speaking, are few in number and the above-described quantitative 
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« 

Pig. 3.  Homogeneous arc with ray structure; depression in luminosity 
observered in the area of the Tumatskaya channel of the Lena River del. 
ta. 
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Fig.   4.   Arc with ray  structure  and   Lni 
lowing the  coastline   of Buorknava   In 
area  of the Bykovskaya  channel 

t.'-ra/  diffuse  luminosity,   fol- 
; continuity   observed  in the 

'. na   AL /< v delta. 

-  1 3,(j  - 



Pig. 5. Bright arc of ray structure with inter-ray diffuse luminosity, 
following the coastline of the Buorkhaya Inlet. 
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relationships are not characteristic of these. 

3. Homogeneous arcs with ray structure (OD*) do not follow the 

magnetic parallel, although OD* which are rated 1-2 on the point scale 

continue to exhibit the tendency to assume positions in a west-to-east 

direction at some distance from coastlines. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases OD* form stable discontinu- 

ities where OD show depressions in luminosity (Fig. 3). 

4. Arcs with ray structure showing inter-ray luminosity (LD*) as a 

rule, exhibit "complete" stable discontinuities, i.e., luminosity at 

those points where OD exhibit depressions does not occur in the case of 

LD*. If LD* have formed immediately out of OD, the discontinuities 

arise simultaneously. 

Note snould be taken of the fact that at the zenith in the NO di- 

rection LD and LD* rarely bend (within several seconds after appearance), 

following approximately the coastal outline. This effect occurs in 20- 

25$ of all arcs and is seen in the area of the Buorkhaya Inlet, and in 

the area of the Guif cf Yana and Khatanga (Figs. 4 and 5)« 

The LD* are oriented approximately as the OD (see item 3)« 

5. The behavior of the LD seems very complex and little governed 

by the presence of a coastline and the direction of the magnetic paral- 

lels, so that any conclusions are difficult. 

These results lead to the conclusion that the properties of the 

ground surface somehow affect the development of polar aurorae. The 

role of the magnetic field as a factor governing the direction of polar 

auroral arcs varies with the auroral forms and is particularly pro- 

nounced in the case of feeble homogeneous arcs. 
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SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE AURORAE B0REALI3 AND AUSTRALIS 

G.A, Rubo 

Data produced in 1958 in accordance with the IGY program at Mos- 

takh and Mirnyy Stations bv means of S-l80 cameras were used to study 

similarities between the northern and southern polar aurorae, a study 

proposed and headed by Professor S.K. Vsekhs /yatskiy. 

The nature of polar auroral observations is such that there are 

only brief intervals of time for which the northern and southern aur- 

orae can be compared. These intervals are symmetrical with respect to 

the equinox nodes and are functions of the geographic coordinates of 

the stations. The observations of the aurorae are not conducted around 

the clock, thus even further limiting the possibilities of comparison. 

The selection of stations in the northern and southern hemispheres Is 

governed by the requirement that the geomagnetic characteristics of 

these stations not differ markedly from one another, 

The Mostakh and Mirnyy Stations which we selected are found on 

markedly different geomagnetic longitudes, with a slightly less pro- 

nounced divergence in geomagnetic latitudes and geographic coordinates, 

thus permitting comparison of the progress and nature of polar aurorae 

at these stations for three months of the year, and namely from March 

through the first half of April and from September through the first 

half of October. 

The processing of the survey material used for this paper showed 

that there are 16 nights suitable for direct comparison (the observa- 

tions were carried out simultaneously at both stations). For the sta- 
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tlstical evaluation (analysis of auroral forms, course of diurnal and 

seasonal activity) the possibilities were greater and cover a complex 

of 45 nights for Mostakh Station and 49 nights for Mirnyy Station. 

Forms. In virtually all cases of auroral photographs it is possi- 

ble to classify them according to a given structural form. In addition, 

motion-picture photography makes it possible to employ the dynamics of 

auroral development to the problem of determining auroral forms. As a 

rule, active polar auroral forms (arcs with ray structures, rays, cor- 

onas) undergo extensive changes within brief intervals of time, which 

makes it possible to distinguish these virtually without error from the 

quiet forms (quiet arcs, diffuse surfaces, horizon glow). 

The most frequently encountered active polar auroral forms both 

for Mostakh Station and for Mirnyy Station are the arcs of ray struc- 

ture (RA) and [homogeneous] quiet arcs (HA), as well as rays (R). Prom 

among the quiet forms, special mention should be made of the [feeble] 

glow (G) at the horizon. However, in all probability, the pulsating 

sarfaces (PS) which were visually observed frequently at Mostakh Sta- 

tion and Tiksi Bay do not show up on the photographs taken with the 

S-l80 camera. 

The development and change in the auroral forms at Mostakh and 

Mirnyy Stations show no pronounced differences. The most extensive con- 

tinuous forms at these stations are the following: 

0-RA(HA)-0, 

R-RA-R-RA, 

RA — C—R, 
where C is the corona. 

Diurnal activity. The variations in polar auroral activity at 

night were studied in an analysis of plots produced for these stations 

on the basis of motion-picture films for the above-indicated periods. 
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Fig. 1. Curve showing 
diurnal polar auroral 
activity for MostaKh 
Station. 

a 

// ft       ts u I     Tm 

A motion-picture plot is a ^lalitatlve 

index of the intensity of polar aurorae. In 

the preparation of the motion-picture plots 

consideration is given to the aurora] form 

(active or quiet) and their position (auro- 

ra overhead or at the horizon). 

The number of plot squares filled at 

half-hour intervals of time for all days 

of observation was computed, and then aver- 

aged over the number of days (A). The pat ■ 

tern of the diurnal auroral activity yield- 

ed the function A = A(t), where t is local 

time. 

An analysis of the derived curves 

(Figs. 1 and 2) shows that the diurnal ac- 

tivity curve for Mostakh and Mirnyy Sta- 

ll 
tions yields a maximum at around 23 ' local time - the so-called main 

diurnal-activity maximum for polar aurorae, studied in detail by Vegard. 

In addition to an indication that the diurnal polar auroral activity is 

similar for the subject stations, the result which is in good agreement 

with the results obtained by other investigators [l] is important from 

the standpoint that it characterizes the objectivity of the motion-pic- 

ture plot as a descriptive index of polar aurorae. 

Seasonal polar auroral activity. The A-index for an evaluation of 

the integral activity of polar aurora-;' during a single day was found by 

a method analogous to that described above. To eliminate the influence 

of diurnal changes in polar auroral activity on the preparation of the 

A-index, specific intervals of time were selected for Mostakh and Mir- 

nyy stations, and this index was established for these. The selection 
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Fig. 2. Curve showing 
diurnal polar auroral 
activity at Mirnyy Sta- 
tion. 



of the intervals was based on the curves shewing the diurnal activity 

of the polar aurorae. For Mostakh Station the chosen interval was from 

12 to 18 hours universal time, corresponding to 21 -3 local time; for 

Mirnyy Station, from 15 to 21 hours, universal time, also corresponding 

to 21h-3h local time. 

• • 
• f. Mocm    1 

2 

• ■ 

X 

1 ■ m     m n ♦*- 
if   3    i     7    in    «0     17   II    It   a    ß   t7   X   31   2Ü *     $     t     *   it    14    It 

Fig. 3« Polar auroral activity in March-April 
1958 at Mostakh and Mirnyy stations, l) Mostakh; 
2) Mirnyy. 

The derived results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. An examination of 

these leads to the conclusion: l) that the polar auroral activity in 

March-first half of April at Mostakh Station (northern hemisphere) Is 

greater than at Mirnyy Station (southern hemisphere); 2) that the polar 

auroral activity from September to the first half of Octoter at Mirnyy 

Station is greater than at Mostakh Station. 

An analysis of the durations of continuously recurring polar auro- 

ral forms also bears out this conclusion. Namely: from March through 

the first half of April there are more of these forms and they last 

longer in the northern hemisphere, whereas from September through the 
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first half of October this Is the trend of th  s outrv m hemisphere. 

It has also ueen noted that the draperies (D) and the corona (c) 

are forms which are not very extensive, but stand out because of their 

ray structure and are visible for a longer period of time in the northern 

hemisphere from March through the first half of april and not encount- 

ered at all from September through the first half of October, whereas 

the exact opposite is true for the southern hemisphere. 

Finally, we examined the curves of diurnal polar auroral activity 

for the northern and southern hemispheres, taken from [2]. 

Vje found correlations between these curves for the intervals from 

January through May and frcTi August through December. These proved, 

respectively, equal to O.72 and O.65. Then correlations were found for 

the curves shifted b,y hanf a year, i. . , between the polar auroral ac- 

tivity curves for January-May for the northern hemisphere and for Au- 

gusö-December for the southern hemisphere, as well as correlations be- 

tweer "ehe polar auroral activity curves for August-December for the 

northern hemisphere and for January-May for the southern hemisphere. 

The correlations were, respectively, 0.82 and O.c'p. Thus the correla- 

tions between the polar auroral activity curves ir. the northern and 

southern hemispheres, snifted by half a    ■ ar< systematically higher 

than the correlations between the activity :urvos which coincioe in 

t i me. 

This cone] us lor; „^rve: a. a sow argument ir. favor of significant 

differences in seasonal polar aurora 1 aciivH . iVr the northern and 

southern hemispheres. Essentially      dit'f rences involve the follow- 

ing: polar auroral activi   near th ;inox is higher in the 

norther hemisphere, whercae near the autumnal equinox this activity is 

greater in the southern h<-misphur< . 

Polar-auroral and ;> lar activity. The polar auroral activity in- 
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Fig. 4. Polar auroral activity in September. 
October 1958 at Mostakh and Mirnyy stations, 
1) Mostakh; 2) Mirnyy. 

dicated in Figs. 3 and k  demonstrates that in addition to the above con- 

sidered differences in auroral activity for the northern and southern 

hemispheres, it is possible also to note the following: 

1) There are days in which aurorae are observed at Mostakh Station, 

but not at Mirnyy Station, and vice versa (13 March, 11 September, 27 

September). 

2) The auroral activity at Mostakh Station on 13 March was maximum 

whereas at Mirnyy Station on th..s same day a clear activity minimum is 

indicated. 

It would be interesting to examine solar activity for these same 

periods and to establish a relationship between this and the polar auro- 

ral activity. Descriptions of solar activity were used for this purpose 

[31. 

After an examination of the relationship between the existence on 

the sun of active regions (spot groupings accompanied by flares, facu- 

lar and floccular fields,, etc. ) and the polar auroral activity, it can 

be demonstrated that: a) from March through the first half of April the 
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presence of actiy h.er- ase *.n polar 

auroral activity at Mo..takh Stutj a., ,:. roa_ in-./ polar auroral activity 

at Mirnyy Station fall.; to follov: this rule; b) from September through 

the first half of October the exi: tenc  of active regions on the sun 

can be associated wit; iar auroral activity at Mirnyy 

Station; the attempt tc relate solar ictivity for this period with the 

solar auroral a^tivit;.,       del i. a r. gative result. 

If we take into cone Ldtrat Inn thai t.he polar auroral activity at 

Mostakh Statten fron half of Ipril is greater 

than at Mirnyy Station, and that from September through the first half 

of October the opposite is found to be true, v;e can draw the following 

definitive conclusion: the course of solar activity better reflects the 

activity of polar aurorae in the hemisphere in which the activity dur- 

ing the given half year is greater. 

Simultaneous appearance of polar aurora^-. A comparison of the In- 

stant: of polar aurcra! 

shows that the pr;domira: in 

at Instants of univ*=r. 

ly five case: in  : ' : '■ 

accompanied by tia 

cases the so we r ■ 

Stations. In one 

wa^ observ u,   win 

Th-    opposit e   ca. ■ 

Mirny;,   Station,    i 

with  ray   strucius 

gracing  inti 

lb  nights   bo' :    a' 

there  aro   v r.   f 

•y   and  Mastakh  Stations 

appear;   at   these   stations 

'■: st 1 Ich  S- ation was 

<■,!..   In  three 

.tana  and  at  Mirnyy 

ray   structure 

Im    raye,  appeared. 

I ■    r   e.e ab11shod at 

ippearanct    of   an  arc 

-m  rapidly  disinte- 

a   ' a-    on a   total   of 

' e   i on.   As   a   n suit 

n: iol,v   at   Ml r,nyy  and 
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at Mostakh Stations. 

Investigations of polar aurorae carried out in the USA, Canada and 

in the Antarctic led to the conclusion that polar aurorae occur simul- 

taneously in the northern and southern hemispheres [4]. Aurorae whose 

times of onset differed by no more than 1 hour, universal time, were 

regarded as occurring simultaneously. However, we included among the 

simultaneous aurorae only those whose times of onset according to uni- 

versal time differed by no more than one minute — the limit of deter- 

mination for the instant of aurora onset when working with a ~amera 

shooting 1 frame per minute. 

Unfortunately, the interpretation of the derived results is made 

particularly difficult because of the substantial differences in geo- 

magnetic coordinates of the stations. Nevertheless, the conclusion in 

[4] is doubtful. Further investigation of this problem is necessary. 

The azimuths of polar auroral arcs. Based on photographic mater- 

ials obtained at Mostakh and Mirnyy Stations, we found the average de- 

flections of the magnetic azimuths of the ends of the arcs as seen on 

the mot ion-picture frames from the magnetic parallels (Act) for a unit 

interval of time, set at one hour. We considered only the rather quiet 

arcs which passed through the zenith or in the immediate vicinity of it. 

There were about ten arcs on the average which served as the basis for 

the determination of the deflections for an interval of one hour. The 

determination accuracy for the azimuths of the arc ends did not exceed 

2-3 , which is explained by the great distortion at the edge of the 

field for the S-l80 camera and the fact that the ends themselves were 

diffuse. 

The derived value of £a    served as the basis for the construction 

of the function relating this quantity to local time (Fig. 5). The mag- 

netic declination for Mostakh Station was assumed to be equal to (-10°) 
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and that for Mirnyy Station (-78 )• 

to /s u 

Fig. 5. Deflection of the ends 
of polar auroral arcs from the 
parallel. The upper curve is 
for Mirnyy Station; the lower 
curve is for Mostakh Station. 

An analysis of this figure shows that for Mostakh Station the de- 

flection of the azimuths of the arcs from the magnetic parallel amounts 

to 13-15°* which is in rather good agreement with the Vegard results 

[5]; he obtained results indicating that this deflection was of the or- 

der of 10°. For Mirnyy Station the deflection reaches 20-25°. In addi- 

tion, while at Mostakh Station the maximum of the average deflections 

for the arc azimuths of the polar aurorae from the magnetic parallel 

coincide with the maximum of the diurnal polar auroral activity, i.e., 

onset at around 23 hours local time, at Mirnyy Station at this time a 

minimum of deflection is observed. 

Conclusions. A study of the forms, behavior and polar auroral ac- 

tivity at Mostakh and Mirnyy Stations shows that in addition to the 

great similarity of these phenomena there exist substantial differences 

between the characteristics of the polar aurorae in the northern and 

southern hemispheres. 

The similarities are indicated by the following: 

1 the main maximum of diurnal activity for Mostakh and Mirnyy 

Stations sets In at around 23 hours local time; 

2 significant differences in auroral forms and their development 
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are not observed; 

3) polar auroral arcs follow the magnetic parallels. 

The differences lead to the following: 

1) from March through the first half of April the polar auroral 

activity at Mostakh Is greater than at Mlrnyy; from Septembei through 

the first half of October the opposite Is the case; 

2) the systematic deflection of the ends of the polar auroral arcs 

from the magnetic parallel "or Mostakh Station amounts to 13-15°; for 

Mirnyy Station the corresponding figure is 23-25°; 

3) t    .^„uion of the ends of the polar auroral arcs from the 

magnetic parallel is at its maximum for Mostakh Station and at its Min- 

imum for Mlrnyy Station close to the main maximum of the diurnal polar 

auroral activity. 

The btudy of the aurorae at Mostakh and Mlrnyy Stations also shows 

that: 

1) the course of solar activity is in better agreement with the 

activity of polar aurorae in the hemisphere in which this activity in 

the given half year is greater; 

2) there are days on which at Mirnyy Station aurorae were seen, 

while none were observed at Mostakh Station; the opposite phenomenon 

was also encountered; 

3) aurorae occurring simultaneously at Mostakh and Mirnyy Stations 

are very few in number; 

4) forms and development of forms for simultaneously occurring po- 

lar aurorae are not necessarily identical. 
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